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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The growth of pension plans for private employees in the past 

twenty-five to thirty years has been remarkableo The number of private 
pension plans grew from 720 in 1930g covering 2o4 million employees, to 

' approximately 16,000 in 1955, covering 11 million employeesFigures 
are unavailable as to the growth of retirement systems for public em
ployee s<, However, an assumption that it has been comparable would not 
be unreasonable

This growth in the number of pension plans has been accompanied 
by a corresponding growth in pension plan assetso These assets provided 
a material source of investment fundso The task of investing the funds 
of publie-employee retirement systems imposes a great responsibility upon 
the administrators of these systemso The discharge of this responsibility 
is particularly difficult if such administrators have not had specific

3-State of Illinois, Report of the Illinois Public Employees 
Pension Laws Commission (1955), P<> 59°

% n  an article by Dorothy McCamman—  ^Retirement Protection for 
State and Local Employeess Ten Years of G r o w t h Social Security 
Bulletino XVI (May, 1953) PPo 3-10— an attempt was made tq measure the 
growth of public employee retirement systems in the period /between two 
surveys made in 1942 and in 1952, respectivelyo Because of variations 
in the definition of a public-employee retirement system, this writer 
found it difficult to arrive at a clear-cut conclusiono It was evident, 
nevertheless, that there had been a sizable growth of these pension plans 
in the last ten yearso



training and experience in the investment fieldo Their problems are fur
ther complicated by legal restrictions on investment found in many pen
sion statuteso The administrators of relatively small systems# moreover# 
are confronted with certain limitations due to the smallness of the amount 
of funds available for investmento It is to the administrators of these 
relatively small systems that this thesis is primarily directedo

Pension Plan Assets
The assets of pension systems are a major force in our economyo 

It was estimated that these assets amounted to $22 billion in 1952°^ The 
estimated annual rate of growth of these assets was seme $3 billionThe 
assets of state.and local government pension funds as of June 30# 1953# 
were said to amount to $7o8 billion with an annual rate of accumulation 
exceeding $lol billion05 In the year 1963# it is estimated that adminis
trators of public-employee pension systems (excluding employees of the
Federal government) will have to invest $90 million monthly# assuming

/that the present dollar rate on growth remains as stated aboveo This 
estimate makes no provision for the certain growth which public employee 
retirement funds will experience as a result of the broadening of coverage

^Disque Do Deane# ^Trends in Investment Policies in Public Employee 
Retirement Funds#?* Public Employee Retirement Administration Papers 
Delivered During the 47th Annual Conference of the Municipal Finance 
Officers Association of the United States and Canada (Miami# Florida# 
June#. 1953) po 55o ’ ' ~~~

Îbido
%eane# SftJine Billion Now in Public Employees9 Pension Funds#t! 

Commercial and Financial Chroniclen MLXXIX (June 3# 1954) 2430°
6Deane# Public Employee Retirement Administration Papers Delivered 

During the 47th Annual "Conference of the Municipal Finance Officers 
Association or the United States and Canada#"p° 53°



and of increasing the benefits of the participants therein or for the rea« 

sonable expectation that any additional employees covered thereby are 

likely to enjoy a higher wage or salary scale than those presently cover

ed, ' - ■; , ; ;; ;
Pension Systems as Sources of Investment Funds

Thirty years ago the funds providing the means of growth fori this 

nationfs economy came primarily from the investments of private indivi

duals, Today, the institutional investor— i,e,, life insurance companies, 

property insurance companies, investment trusts, endowed universities, 

philanthropical foundations, retirement systems, and the like—  plays an 

important role in the continuing growth of the American economy. The re

sources available to institutional investors are so large in relation to 

.those of private investors that the activities of the former exert a 

strong influence on the whole character of public and private long-term 

financing. Though the savings of individuals in the upper income group 

still tend to be invested directly, the amount of these savings has fail

ed to meet the demand for long-term financing. However, this demand is 

fulfilled by the institutional investors® The reasons for which retire

ment systems choose, or should choose, long-term Investments will be pre

sented later. The motivations that lead other types of institutional in

vestors into long-term financing will not be discussed in this thesis®

A Major Problem for Pension Plan Administrators

One of the major problems of pension plan administration is that of 

the investment of the pension system’s funds * Generally speaking, the. 

type of retirement system established for public employees is one that 

places the responsibility for investment directly in the hands of its



administrators« These investments are expected to earn a reasonable rate 

of return» In addition,' the principal of the investment must not be jeq-*

•pardized. Obviously, such responsibility demands that training in the art 

of making Investments should be a major consideration in the.selection of 

public employee retirement system administrators» In all too many cases, 

however, knowledge and experience in the field of investments is not,a 

qualification sought for by those responsible for the selection and ap

pointment of such administrators»

The administrators of pension systems established for private em

ployees generally are skilled and professional investment specialistsj 

whereas, the administrators of publlc-employee retirement systems are 

chosen from the employee-members and from private citizens, who are not. 

necessarily acquainted with the field of investment,^ Moreover, the choice 

of the employee-member is•made usually because his position as a public - 

employee makes his choice a logical one* For instance, the city treasurer 

iscgenerally made a member of the group administering the system® However, 

his training to be a city treasurer does not of itself qualify him to act 

as an investor for a retirement system* The same may be said in regard 

tq the other members of the administering group who were chosen by virtue 
of the governmental position they hold or because of their position in 
the business community,

How inadequately these administrators perform their duty to invest 

the funds of the public employee retirement systems is best indicated, •

^According to a survey made by the Municipal Finance Officers 
Association— and reported in Special Bulletin 19$4-C of the Association, 
dated May l6, 195^— seventy“seven systems out of ninety-eight public- . 
employee retirement systems reporting did not employ an outside invest
ment counsellor»



■ -: ■ ■■■ ' : v  ■' " 5perhaps} by a recent United States Treasury tabulation comparing the rate 

of return expected from the investment of state pension funds with the 

rate actually earned» According to this tabulation the average rate of
■ , ' . V- O ■ '

return expected was 3*2̂ ;. the actual average rate of return^ 2*66̂ ,

Legal Restrictions on Public Employee . . ,
Pension Fund Investment

The disparity, noted in the above paragraph, between the rate 
state pension systems should earn and that which they do earn from In

vestments is, no doubt, explained to an extent by the lack of knowledge 

in investments, on the part of , these systetns* administrators* - This lack 

of knowledge, however, is not the only reason for this failure to meet 

their investment goals* Even if the administrators of these funds were 

qualified to make, intelligent choices in their investments, they would 

too frequently find themselves unable to do so by narrow legal restrict 

tionsa Practically all state and city retirement laws place restrictions 

Of one kind or another on the investment of funds contributed to the pub

lic employee retirement systems created by these laws* Much of this re

strictive legislation was written at a time when conditions governing in

vestment were different than those today*. Moreover, reliance on these 

restrictions may lead administrators into investments which would not 

bear appropriate investigations as to their soundness, but which, never

theless, have legal sanction for investment therein*

An Additional Problem for Email Systems -- 

For small systemst”i*e*, systems whose assets do not amount to

. ^Rudolph Smutny, "Public Pension Fund Investment Problems," 
Commercial and Financial Chronicle, MDQCDC (June 3, 1.95*0 Ptgt..



more than a million dollars— -there is an additional problem? This pro
blem is size,) orp expressed more conciselyp the problem created by the 
fact that small retirement systems do not have at their disposal as large 
amounts of funds as other systems do haveo Iets they must compete in 
the investment market with systems whose assets amount to considerably 
more, than one million dollarso The largeness of the amounts of funds at 
the disposal of the larger systems enables them to attain more nearly 
sound investment practices^ which will be discussed hereafterp than is 
the case of small systemso Being smallp they find it difficult to secure 
the desired spread of risks in making investments = The larger systems 
have available to them literature on investments written with their needs 
in mind; the smaller systems do noto The larger systems can afford to 
hire professional services of all typeso Smaller systems cannot justify 
such expense to the taxpayers supporting the systemo

Purpose of this Thesis 
It is this writer1s intention that this thesis will serve as a 

guide for those who must formulate an investment program for the funds 
of small public employee retirement systemso A short resume of the his
tory of retirement systems in this country and a brief description of 
retirement systems will be presented in an effort to make clear to the 
reader why investment of retirement system funds are important in the ad
ministration and operation of these systemso With this accomplished, a _ 
discussion of investments for public employee retirement system will 
followo
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CHAPTER II

METHODS AND SOURCES

As stated In the preceding chapter^ this thesis is to deal pri
marily with the investment problems of small pablic-employee retirement 
systems o Before proceeding furtherp let us consider whatp if anything 
has been written on this subject andp then, the method of treatment of 
the subject in this thesiso

The Existing Literature 
If the subject of formal retirement plans were not so newly- 

come on the American sceneP the amount of literature concerning it 
might have been greater than it iso Howeverp there is very little liter-d> , -

ature available oh formal retirement systems or on any of the special 
matters pertinent thereto such as investment of retirement fundso . 
Newness of the subject

Very little had been written about retirement systems before 
World War lie Taking into consideration that retirement systems did net 
exist in significant numbers prior to the late 19209sp the reason why 
little was written concerning them becomes obviouso H©weverp changes in 
our society which the Depression following the. stock market crash in 
1929 tended to accelerate brought about an increase in the number of 
retirement systemsp both for public and private employeeso

A*rural populationo— -The United States when it was first estab
lished was primarily an agricultural societyo It remained so until 
near the end of the nineteenth centuryo This condition had a direct



bearing on how the aged were cared for once they could no longer worko For 
that part of the population living on farms, there were always tasks the old 
could perform around the farm which allowed them to pay their own way once 
their children assumed the management of the farm. Since the bulk of the 
population was rural, relatively few people, therefore, could not provide • 
for themselves once they wished to retiree Of those living in the city,, 
there were some who managed to build up a capital— through savings and earn
ings of investments— upon which they could retire o Those unable to provide 
for their old age depended upon charity or the accommodations maintained by 
the local governments for the agedo. And, these constituted a relatively 
' light burden to the rest of the country®

One of the effects of industrialization®— With the coming of the _ 
industrial revolution to this country at the turn of the century, there oc- 
•.curred a gradual change to the urban population we find today® This urbani
zation affected how the major portion of the population provided for !pld age® 
There was no longer a farm where the old could spend their last years, and 
their children* s house in the city usually had no room for aged parents® If 
the couple had not accumulated sufficient capital upon which to retire, they 
had to depend on the charity of family or friends®

One of the effects of the Depression®— At first, the above changes oc
curred at a slow pace® Thus, it could be said that, up until after World War 
I, society depended upon the means of its individual members in providing for 
their retirement® However, the continuing.industrialization of this nation^s 
economy, with, its ever-increasing emphasis on consumption, made thrift diffi
cult for many® Gradually, it forced more and more of the aged, propor
tionately speaking, at retirement, to.rely on charity rather than on their



own meanso This development would have been slower but for the changes that 
the Depression in the early 1930$s wrought on savings^ interest rates and in
vestment yields^ in generalo The fiscal policies of the Federal Government 
were such that conservative rates of return sank from 5 or to around 3% 9

and there have they remained ever sinceo In addition to this changes saving 
by the majority of the population became almost impossible during the 1939?s 
and the 19405s (except for what went to insurance companies and.the like)0 
During the 19301s9 their incomes were consumed mainly in living expenseso 
Once the Depression was overe and later in the 1940°sp saving was still diffi
cult for that part of the population in the lower-ineeme bracket because they 
found a larger portion of their income going to the Federal Government to 
meet the costs of World War IIo

An example showing the effects of the foregoing is provided in 08Neill$s 
Modern Pension Plans o-*- A man living in 1929 and earning $10p000 annually 
could save $>3s>000p after taxes o Investing this sum annually for 25 years at 
the then prevailing rates of returns on investmentsP this man could conceiv
ably accumulate $146p000 at the end of the 25 years» A man living in 1945 
and earning $10*000 annually could not have the same expectations o Though 
price levels in 1945 were generally the same as those in 1929* this man could 
not save the $3*000 saved by the man living in 1929* but only $1*000* annual
ly* due to the higher income tax rates that have prevailed since 1942o Nor 
is it likely that this $1*000 could be invested at 5%» the rate obtaining 
in 1929 on reasonably safe investments* but at 3% 9  the rate obtaining in 1945 
on similar investmentso Assuming an annual investment of $1*000* compounded

"̂Hugh 08Neill* Modem Pension Plans o (New Yorks Prentiee-Hall* Ineo* 
1947) pp. 17-19.
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at 3>%-s an aceiMulation of $378000 would result at the end of 25 years—  

$109p000 less than the sum which eould have been accumulated by the man liv
ing in 1928o

Remedieso— Stilln for the individual* the problem of providing a means 
of meeting living expenses once he can no longer work remained* no matter 
what calamity (whether depression or war) may obtaino If the country was 
not to be burdened with people no longer able to support themselves* with 
people whose life-time savings had been swept away in the catastrophic period 
following the stock market crash in 1929* something had to be done0 One mea
sure was the Social Security legislation of the nineteen-thirtieso Another 
was resort by individuals to retirement annuities offered by insurance com- 
panieso Later* employers* seeking a way to relieve their payrolls of aged 
employees in a socially acceptable manner* established retirement systemso 
This new form of savings brought in its wake a new problem— the Investment 
of the funds accumulated by these pension planso And* it is with this pro
blem-one that has not as yet been adequately recognized* much less solved—  

that this thesis is concerned,.
The available literature

Consultation of the various indices of publications for the post-war 
period discloses how little has been written about retirement systemso Of 
that written* little of it has been published as books and virtually none of 
these treat the matter of investment of retirement system funds sufficiently 
to serve as a guide to administrators of such systemso

Bookso— The books,that have been written about pension plans are primari
ly concerned with plans established by private employerso An example is Hugh



- 11
. : a ' ■ • ' ■'08Weill8s book. Modern Pension Plans» Though the material therein is of 

value to public as well as to private employers, it is clear from reading it 

that the author had in mind the latter rather than the former* : - - "

Other literature— In literature other than books, in which public- 

employee retirement systems are the subject, the investment problem there

of is treated only incidentally» However, more recently, there appears to be 

a greater awareness of the importance of this aspect in the administration 

of the vast funds these systems have accumulated. This literature is to be / 

found in the various commercial journals and periodicals, in the publications 

of learned societies, in the papers published Subsequent to conferences of • 

these learned societies, and as the subject of doctoral dissertations®

Very little of this Literature, however, pertains to the investment problems 

of small public employee retirement systems®
There is a doctoral dissertation written at Harvard University by

' ■ 2,Willis D» GfadiSon, Jr®, on "Management Problems in Pension Investing®" Un

fortunately neither an abstract nor a copy of the dissertation is available 

for study at this time to determine whether it is as relevant to the problems 

as its title would seem to indicate„ Because of an article, to be cited 

later, which was written by Dr* Gradison, this writer suspects that the

%bid
%here is no information available Concerning•subjects covered in the -. 

writing of theses which are prepared as partial fulfillment of the require- ■ 
ments for awarding of masters8 degrees at the various universities and col
leges in the country® Any remarks concerning available literature on the 
subject of this-thesis must be taken with this exception in mind.

Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by American Universities, ed, Arnold 
H.Totier and Marian Harman (annual pub,V Hew York: The H, ¥* Wilson
Company, 1954), XXI, p, 172,
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dissertation was confined to pension systems established by private employ

ers «. Be that as it may,' this was the only one among the title#of disserta

tions written from 1950 to 195t that indicated possible treatment of the in- ' 
vestment problem of retirement funds,^ ’

Methods -Used in this Thesis: •
The best approach that suggested itself to this writer was the study 

of the now available literature» Since it was written in a city with a ' ; 

retirement system of the size for which this thesis is written, part of the 

preparation for it was directed to the investments of that system,

Reading the now available literature

Since the major part of the literature on.the subject of this the

sis. is bonfined to publications other than books, the best source for de- /

termining what has been written on the subject is the Bulletin of the
6  '

Public Affairs Information Service, This thesis is based primarily on 

the results of the writer’s study of the indexed literature which seemed ' 

to him to be pertinent. At all times, an attempt was made in this read

ing to discern general principles and.variations from these principles«

For a fuller understanding of the subject, certain materials relative to 

pension systems in general will be presented together with the material 

pertinent'to the investment of public employee retirement funds *

5Ibid»,.(1951, 1952, 1953, 1954), XVIll,. XIX, XX, XXI,
g. . . ' • : ■ - ' /
.. Bulletin of the. Public Affairs information Service, (annual pub* j ■

New York; Public. Affairs Information. Service) „ %



Study of the investment practices of the Tucson 
Supplemental Retirement System

Particular attention will be devoted at the end of this thesis to 
the Tucson Supplemental Retirement Systemo This will be done because that 
System is so like in size and in problems to the retirement systems for 
whose benefit this thesis was undertakeno The study of the System was 
confined to its investment practieeso These include the composition of 
the investments^ the rate of return earned by those investments^ and the 
legal authorization under which they are purchased,, In addition*, changes 
in the legal provisions governing the Board of Trustees9 investment auth
orisation will be suggested,,
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CHAPTER III

RETIREMENT SYSTEMS

Some knowledge of the history and classification of retirement sys
tems is necessary to an understanding of the investment problems involved* 
Obviously space does not permit an exhaustive study of these topics* 
Nevertheless^ a review of the more salient points will be undertaken* 

Private-embloyee Retirement Systems 
Though the thesis is not primarily concerned with the investment 

problems of private-employee retirement systemsp a very brief history and 
study of the classification of such systems is relevant to this thesis be
cause of the parallels which may be found between them and those for pub
lic employees*

Prior to 1900 there were no private pension plans of significance 
in the United States* The history of such retirement plans can be divid
ed into three periods* The first period dates from 1900 to around 1925I 
the secondy to 1942$ the thirdj, to the present* This division is made be
cause in each period a different type of plan predominated* There was a 
gradual evolution from hazily conceived,, informal and non-eontractual re
tirement plans to well-conceived, formal and strictly contractual plans 
either underwritten by insurance companies or administered by trust com
panies*

^O’Neill, p* 31*
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Company-administered planso—-This is a term that 0?Neill uses in 

ohis hook to describe the pension plans of the early period0 They werep 
as a rules non-contractual planso Some were contractual in the sense 
that the pension once granted could not be withdrawn» If the plans were 
formaly they were so only to the effect that their benefits and the con
ditions under which the same might be granted were made knowno-̂  These 
plans presented no investment problems for the employer^ since neither 
employer nor the employees made contributions to a fund during the work
ing life of the employeeso Instead, the pension benefits were paid out 
of current-earningso (This practice has led to the use of the term "Pay- 
as-you-go" by some to designate these plans o) It was only when the pay
ment of pensions became more general that this method of paying them was 
recognized as an ever-increasing drain on incomeo Because payment of 
benefits could not be avoided in those cases in which payment thereof be
came contractual, another method of providing funds for such benefits was 
neeessaryo

Insured planso— It was at this stage that insured plans became po
pular o An insured plan is the underwriting of a pension plan by an insur
ance company<A At first group-annuity plans were almost exclusively used 
for funding pension payments,, As a rule, a life-insurance company designs 
a group-annuity plan for the employero It determines the contributions 
payable by the employer and/or the employeeo It guarantees the rate of

2Ibido, pp0 32-35=
^There was no guarantee that the employeees fulfillment of the condi

tions would result in the granting of a pension by the employer,,

4Ibid=, p. 33=
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return on the contributions made and assumes the full liability for pay
ment of the retirement benefitso

Because life-insurance companies will not set up group-annuity plans 
for groups smaller than fifty^p individual-annuity plans came into use in 
the late 1920sSo The employer usually hired the services of an independent 
actuary to plan a system for his employees» The contracts themselves are 
between each individual employee and a life insurance companyo There is 
no particular necessity that the same life insurance company issue all the 
contractso Each employee may be allowed to select the company he prefers* 

Both group-annuity and individual-annuity plans present no invest
ment problems for the employer* The insurer carries the responsibility 
that the assumed rates of investment returns will be earned and that the 
contributions—  particularlyp of the employee—  will not have to be 
changed* Notwithstandingp as the pension system movement gained momentum9 
many employers saw the possibility of making savings in the administrative 
costs of the insurance companies that were included in the premiums paid 
to them under insured pension plans* This led to the development of the 
so-called self-administered^ or uninsured? pension system* .

Self-administered or uninsured elans*— These plans are very similar 
to insured plans in that an actuary.designs the plan using much the same 
assumptions that an actuary employed by a life insurance company uses* He 
includes in his calculating the probable life of the members9 the numbers

'’Carroll ¥* Boyce p How to Plan Pensions (New York§ McGraw-Hill Book 
Companyp 1950) p* 131*

60sNeillp p» 174o 
?Boycep p* 478*
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that ■may withdraw from the service of the employer before reaching the re

tirement age; probabl;e interest earnings and other factors«

• ■ The contributions— made either by the employer only or by both the 

employer and the employees--and the earnings .'from investing these contri

butions form the corpus or fund of the plan. Herein■lies the major differ- - 

ence between insured and company-administered plans on the one hand and 

self-administered plans, on the other* There is no fund under.-either com

pany-administered or insured plans. For the former, current income pro- - 

vides the funds to pay the retirement benefitsj for the latter/ the em

ployer has a .contract with an insurance company under which the company 

will pay retirement annuities or -other benefits to employees who meet ' 

certain conditions prescribed'in the contract. There is no segregation 

of the particular employer’s (and his employees’) contributions.*

• -But, self^administered plans have segregated assets® Generally ' 

they are placed under the custody of a trustee. A contractual.obliga

tion exists which is three-way$ between the employer and employee and 

between the employer and the trustee"of the plan. Moreover, it is the 

trustee who invests the contributions. He is restricted, ordinarily, by 

contract and state statute as. to the Investments he may make. (His lia

bility for any errors in carrying out his duties is a matter of law and 

not under study in this thesis•) All pension benefits are paid frOm the 

segregated assets, the fund, of the pension plan.

Within the past few years insurance companies have introduced a form 

of pension plan designed to. meet the challenge posed by these trusteed, un« ; 

insured, self-administered plans. This new device is the so-called deposit
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administration plan.' It is similar to the group-annuity plan except that
the funds are not' mingled with those of the insurance■company. These funds

are invested at a guaranteed rate of return. When an employee covered by

such a plan retires, the insurance company transfers from the segregated

funds of the plan to its regular annuity reserves a. sum to provide the re--

tiring employee with an immediate annuity of the amount to which he may be

entitled * • It is in this latter regard, that the deposit-administered plan .

differs from the trusteed self^administered plan,. Under the latter, re-
Qtirement benefits are paid directly from the corpus of the plan,

Publlc-employee Retirement Systems v

The evolution of retirement systems for public employees has follow

ed much the same lines as that outlined above as to private industry— -a 

progressive change from informal, non-contractual, unfunded plans to the 

form, contractual and funded plans existing today® This development oc

curred in stages similar to those noted as to pension plans in private in

dustry* . ' : - ,

History and classification
The earliest plans were established for uniformed workers such as 

firemen and policemen,. Then teachers became the next groups to be cover

ed by retirement systemsFinally cities extended pension benefits to

trustee must provide retiring employees with immediate annuities purchased 
from a life insurance company, • .

^William C, Beyer, "Municipal Civil Service in the United. States,." 
Problems of, the American.Public Service ; (Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1.93.5) P* 135* ,

^Ida E, Housman, Pension Facts for Teachers (New York: American
Book Company, 1938) p. 5*
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all their employeeso State-wide systems for public employees are now being 
developed in states that do not already have themo The Federal government 
established a retirement system for its employees in 1920o Social secur
ity benefits* since 1953* have been extended to public employees* usually 
as a supplement to the regular piano

The three types mentioned as classifications of private-employee 
retirement systems have corresponding.types in the public-employee retire
ment fieldo They are informal plans* insured plans* and self-administered 
planso The chief differences between these latter three and the former 
are attributable to the differences between public and private employerso 

Informal planso — All the previous remarks made concerning company- 
administered plans are applicable here to informal public-employee planso 
Typically* this method of retirement of superannuated employees is used 
in governmental units until it proves too expensive to'maintaino ill pen
sion benefits are paid out of current revenueso Frequently* employees 
are kept working at nominal tasks until they die or voluntarily withdrawo 
They constitute <3hidden pensionerso51 As such they decrease the efficien
cy of the services provided by the government and* conversely* increase 
the costso However* this system of pensioning creates no investment prob
lems for the employero

Insured plans <» — Retirement systems administered by insurance com
panies have not been used as widely for public employees as they have been 
for private employeeso A few insured plans do exist* but* by far* the 
greatest number of these plans have been established at publicly support
ed institutions of higher, learnings The majority of these plans for the 
university and college teaching profession are administered by the Teachers
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Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA)o TIM is a legal reserve life 
insurance company incorporated in the State of Hew York in 1918o It was 
founded» mainly9 through the efforts of the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching o As many as nineteen publicly supported univer
sities and colleges have retirement plans using the individual annuity 
contracts issued by the organization

In a survey of publie-employee retirement system conducted by the 
Municipal Finance Officers Association^ the results of which were purport
ed to account for one-half, of the members covered by retirement systems 
in this country9 there was no system reported which could be defined as 
an insured retirement systemo^ Rather these systems werep from the mater
ial presented* definable as self-administered planso Insured plans for 
public employees have had little successo This writer was informed of 
two instances in which an attempt was made to establish insured systems 
and failedo^

long Beach, California5 had instituted a retirement system for fire
men using annuity contracts issued by a life insurance companyo During 
the early 19309 Sj, a question arose whether it were within the implied 
powers of the city to enter into such a contracto Litigation resulted in

^Letter from Joseph Wo KifnerP Assistant Secretary9 TIAAP to Pro
fessor Ro Mo Howards Head of Department of Business Administrations 
University of Arizona$ January 1$ 1955o

Employee Retirement Systems on the Subject of 
Investmentso Special Bulletin 1954-Cp (Chicagog Municipal Finance 
Officers Associations: May l6p 1954)a

■^Interview with Professor Ro Mo Howards Head of Department of Business 
Administrationp University of Arizonap April 9P 1956c
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which it was determined that it was noto*^ This decision forced the insur
ance company to repay a considerable amount of money to the employee-mem- 
berso

The other instance occurred in Tucson# Arizonao An insured plan for 
the local police force was establishedo Mr* Ro Ho Howard# a member of the 
University of Arizona faculty# in co-operation with the then city attorney# 
assisted in the writing of the retirement ordinance in such a manner that a 
question of its constitutionality would not arise o Albeit# the local police 
decided to petition for abolishment of the plan in order to join the state
wide systenio"̂ 1

This writer.knows of other attempts^ to establish insured retire
ment systems for public employees» Perhaps# because of questions involving 
their constitutionality# they have not been successfulo For reasons of ex
pediency# it may have been found that self-administered plans are not as 
difficult to establish# with the result that they outnumber any other type 
of retirement system for public employeeSo

Self-administered planso— For the bulk of public employees whose em
ployers maintain formal# funded systems# the self-administered plan is the 
most widely usedo Like the comparable plan for private employees# the plans

^Fessier Vo Cemobell et alo# 42 PoRo (2d) 1020
"^Interview with Professor Howard, April 9» 1956»
^Fessier Vo Cempbell etc alo# 42 PoRo (2d) 1020o See also Frisbee 

Vo 09Connoro 7 PoRo (̂ d) 3l6o In Richards Vo Wheelern 51 PoRo (2d)
436# .the court did not object to the use of insurance contracts to. 
provide pension benefits in principleo It stated the requirement, 
nevertheless# that the use of them be by. duly authorized legislationo
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for publie-employees have assets kept separate from other fundso Butg these 
assets are usually not placed in the care of an independent trusteeo The 
assets are put under the charge of a body of administrators^ in part, cho
sen from the membershipo These usually include some ex-officio members like 
the treasurer or controller for the governmental.unit establishing the piano 
Other members of the administrative group are more frequently than not cho-? 
sen from the business worldo

The administrative costs of the plan usually are borne by the em- 
ployer— ioeop the governmental unit whose employees the system is to benefito 
The cost of the pension benefits^ as a rule paid in the form of an annuity5 
is paid by both the employer and the employeeso So-called non-contributory
plansy plans the cost of which are met wholly by the employerp are rare in

ISthe public-employee retirement fieldo
. The contributions necessary to meet the costs of the benefits to be 

paid are customarilyp but not always9 calculated by an independent actuary* 
Using information relative to the ages of the employed^ probable separa
tions from the service prior to retirementy prospective interest earningsp 
and other factors^ he estimates the eventual pension liability* The amount 
of the liability is then discounted back to the present period on the assump
tion that each year a certain amount will be contributed to the system and 
that this amount will be invested to earn an assumed rate of return* (The 
reader should make an effort to remember this term as it will figure in the 
next chapter*) .

This calculation is not as simple as it sounds* It is far simpler to

l%tate of Illinois9 Report of the Illinois Public Employees Pension 
Laws Commission (l953)p pp= 529 54s 59s 62, 66*
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■ ietemiae tfhat an investment of a given smonat may earn than - it is to eal« 
enlate probably - separations from the serviee prior to retirement and the 
number of years the retired employees will live after they begin receiving - 
their pension benefits© This Is especially %tru,e in the ease of retirement 
systems covering a relatively small number of employees0

To the'pensioner5 present or eventual^, the solvency of.the retirement 
system is a matter of the highest •. importance 0 It: represents the means by ■ 
which he can pass the last years of his life free from the cares of•earning 
a livelihood o The system*s solvency dependŝ , in paris. on the reliability - 
of the actuaryts estimates*-.Ah important. factor in maintaining the accuracy 
of his estimates is the record of the system0s investment -earnings e

Since investment of the contributions made.to a retirement system is\ 
one of the two major factors in its solvency^ the administrators of it 
should be permitted.by law and qualified personally to invest these contri» 
bmtions as intelligently as it is humanly possible© , Otherwise^ disaster : ' 
may well be the outcome©. The nature-of this problem of investment will be 
the subject of the chapter which followso .
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CBAFDSR I?

... IHg PBOBIM OF.I1WSMEE

The iOTestraeat' of funSss as a. rul@s requires the ..exercise' of: ski2J,ed>' 
informed judgment0 It is not an activity x-rhieh can be reSueed;. to a formula^ 
the application of which will insure automatic success in the objectives 
to be accomplisheds In partg the investor's skill may be acquired from 
formal education e For the most .part*, it is acquired through long, years 
of esperienee in the practice of the art of making Investments*

The criteria of sound investment are twog (l) safety of principal, 
and (2) adequacy of.income* The manner in which they are applied to the . •; 
investment of - publie=empXoy@e refinement system funds will be presented 
in this chaptero There are special requirements whenever funds are.to be 
invested * Thereforê , there will also be presented the particular needs "  

of publie®employ@e retirement systems which determine the special requires 
ments of the investments of their funds» Finallyg examples of how select” 
ed states and cities have solved-their investment problems, will, be pre® 
sented*' ' - . '

Griteria for the Investment of ..the Funds of .
PubliC^Eii^loye® Retirement Systems ;.

Safety of principal vyill be discussed first in this .section of the 
chapter ands then̂ , adequacy of inccme0.
Safety of Principal -

There is"no simple answer to the problem of how best to.achieve safe® 
ty of the principal of the investmento One indication, of how to achieve it
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m y  eome from defining the term itself according to the needs of the invest”

1ora Safety, of principal can be one of three kindso It can mean■main
tenance of the original dollars in the fund5 availability of the fund for 
use when wanted or maintenance of the purchasing power of the original 
fundo One© it is determined which is desired possible courses of action 
suggest themselves®

Which type of safety for a retirement systemo”«The reader will re= 
call that in the previous chapter it m s  stated that the retirement bene= 
fit is paid in the form of an annuity<, This benefit is generally fixed as 
to the amount of dollars| laeo^ the benefit is determined as a percentage
of the compensation the employee received; during a number of yearsP gener= -

oallyj, for those years when his salary was the highesto It is this base
which the actuary employs in making his calculations as to the pension lia=

isbility and how to provide for ito Because the pension is to be paid in 
a fixed sum and because the actuary0® calculations are all based on this 
fixed sb%  it is the number of dollars of the fund which the administrators 
thereof should interest themselves in maintainingo

The matter of availability of the funds for use when wanted will be 
discussed, later in the chapter and requires no further comment at this 
pointy beyond saying it- is not relevant to public«employee retirement sys«=> . 
terns o Butj, the matter of maintaining the purchasing power of the. original .

"̂Interview with fcs Glen Wo Striekler^ Professor of Business Adminis” 
tration and Economics, University of Arigona^ April 2fi 1956o

o .08 He ill 5 p0 201o Foe* a more thorough discussion of this matter read 
pp.o 200»a06«, . .

Îbidop p0 202®
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fund does require some discussion0

Dr0 Wo Go Greenoughe Vice-president of the Teachers Insurance and 
Annuity Association and the College Retirement Equities Fund, has publish
ed a number of articles dealing with this problemo As Vice-president - of 
the two aforementioned organizations9 he had some experience in the mat
ter of establishing a retirement plan which does attempt to maintain the 
purchasing power of the original fundo^ In one of these articles read by 
this writerp it was clearly evident that maintenance of purchasing power 
of the original fund is a new approach to retirement thinking which, as 
yet, has had little application in both private-and public-employee re
tirement systems o ̂ What developments will occur in this area, this writer 
is not in a position to predict» However, for the purposes of this thesis, 
the concern as to safety is with the maintenance of the number of dollars 
of the fund * s principal,,

Suggested methods of achieving safetyo— There are two possible 
means an investor can use in order to achieve the qualities of safety he 
desires in an investmento He can diversify his investments, and he can 
select each investment according to his judgment of the quality of its safe
ty after an appraisal thereof based on the past record of the corporation is
suing the security in the light of current conditionso Such a record is ob
tainable from a number of sourceso If the issuer is a corporation whose secur
ities are widely held by the public, there are services, such as Moody%s Invest-

% o  Co Greenotigh, PhoDo, Pensions Meeting Price Level Changeso 
reprinted from Pensionsg Problems and Trendso Dan Mo McGill, edo (Homewood, 
Illinoisg Richard Do Irwin, Inco, 1955) pp° 146-53»

'’Ibido , ppo 138-60o
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raent Servicen which can provide ito In case the securities are issued by a 
small corporations there are local sources, such as a bank or a credit bureau, 
which ftiay be able to provide ito The investor can even obtain professional 
advice from an investment counsellor or from an investment brokero^

The other means to achieve safety is by diversificationo As outlined 
in am article by Mr<> Ao Bo Johnson^, diversification has three different 
applicationsg (l) in type of security, (2) in geographic location of the 
issuer and (3) in the time at which the security mature So

Diversification in type of security=— Such diversity does not mean, for 
example, owning bonds issued by different governmental unitso It means hold
ing municipal bonds, corporate securities (for all different business classi
fications), equipment trust certificates, and other typeso This diversity is 
reliable because it is unlikely that all types of securities will prove to 
be poor investments simultaneouslyo For instance, the coal industry was ex
periencing poor times until recentlyo An investor placing all his funds in 
coal industry securities might have been earning less than one who had 
diversified his holdingso 
■ Diversification in the geographic location of the issuero— Such 

diversification is important because it does not tie the investor to the 
.economic destinies of a particular areao For a number of reasons which 
are not relevant to this thesis. Hew England has suffered a decline in- 
dustriallyo This decline could not have had an effect other than adverse 
on investments placed in that areao So, for the investor whose funds

/In the last analysis, however, the decision to buy or not to buy is 
the investor®s responsibility0

TAo Bo Johnson, ^Investment of Betirement FundsMunicipal Finance, 
m  (February, 1953) 125-29o -



wye eoneeatrated in that ayea^ the iaeome he yeeeived from M s  invest-* 
meats would have been lowey-than those received by others whose invest
ments were placed in comparable securities in other areas of the country* 

Diversification in the.time at which a security maturesa-^An 
investor should make sure his investments do not mature simultaneously * ... 
for two reasons* He ensures thereby the performance of his task in an 
orderly manner* He also ensures that M s  task wiU be performed more ■ 
effectively by virtu© of being able to perform it in a orderly, fashion* . 
$h®y©-is much more, pressure on an investor if he must invest a U  of M s  . 
funds at on© time (in order to avoid a loss of income through idle funds) 
than if he can Invest them a little at a time* By being concerned with 
only a part of his fund, or principalj, at any given tlm®^ he can devote 
his .efforts in relative peace-of-mind- to finding the appropriate security* 
Moreoverj, should he. allow all of M s  investments to mature at the same 
. time5 he may find that tMs has occurred at a time when interest rates^ 
and other earnings1* ratesg are unfavorable to Mm* Instead of sacrif
icing the income of a part of M s  fund^ he has to sacrifice income on . 
a U  of it* ' .
Adequacy of income

In addition to safety of prlnci#i,l̂  an investor looks for adequate 
income* What is adequate depends* as .above* on the particular interests 
of the investor* For a publie-employee retirement system̂ , it is necessary 
to earn the rat® assumed.by the actuary In determining the contributions 
payable by the employer and employees to the system* 'Furthermore^ the 
means of measuring that income must be sufficient to the needs- of the
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The ^assumed rate”, of returrio—  An actual in making his calcula

tions assumes that the investments of the contributions (which amount he 
determines partly on the basis of, this assumption) made to the system will 
earn a rate of return comparable with one being earned by securities hav
ing a high quality of safety and as high a rate of earning as is consis
tent with that safetyo In other wordss he assumes the investments will 
earn a conservative rate of returno

If this rate is not earned^ there are two possibilities,. Either the 
system will be faced with a deficitg orP if the authorization permits it9 
the administrators will invest in more speculative^ higher-risk securities„ 
The second contingency is not likely to arise for reasons which will be dis
cussed later in the chaptero The first contingency iss therefores the more 
likely to occuro

One of the reasons why such a rate cannot be earned is that the as
sumption of the actuary was made at a time when earnings-rates were higher 
in relation to those at other t i m e s I f  this is the sole reason why the 
system is not earning the actuarially assumed rate, then ^actuarial over
haul** is called for0 That is to say, the services of an actuary who will 
make adjustments in the rate of contributions^ paid into the system by 
both employer and employeeSg in the light of the current conditions should 
be obtainedo

One author writing on the subject of pension fund investment takes 
the position that the **assumed rate** should never be used as a guide to

%he reader has probably noted in other places in this thesis the 
contention that earnings-rates since the stock market crash in 1929 have 
not been as high as they were prior theretoo



longer teas shonlS not be used to gnide to the t^ges of securities piar= 
ehaseS as investments,? this wlter mast agree 0 However^ if the reasons 
why the “assumed rate” is not earned arise from unwise restrictions on 
investment policies (as is mere likely to be the ease in public rather 
than private pension funds)̂  then this uriter must disagreee It is the 
removal of these restrictions which must be brought about,?"**® and not the

uchanges recommended in the preceding paragrapho
The accounting for income <>°<°Xn addition to maintaining proper safe=>

guards on the actuarial soundness of the system^ the administrators of
pmblie=employ©@ retirement systems should be.assured that 'a proper
accounting system is employed to record the plan8 s business transaction̂ ,
for the most important function that accounting can perform is the aea#

ISeurement of income0 Without a proper accounting system^ there is no

%iUis Do ©radison^ Jr0?' “Key Questions in Pension FubS Invest® 
meat?M #,rvard Business Beviewo. jruly®jl.ugustn 1955s 85o See above p0llb

^From, the article by Dr0 ©radison (ibid0 )̂  this writer got the 
impressionj, perhaps unintended by the authorp . that an administrator of a 
pension fund can ignore the possible consequences to the system of tnak® 
ing investments earning less than the “assumed rate®.” For reasons stated 
previously this policy can involve a retirement system in. unnecessary 
troubleso ,The.administrator should^ at all times^ be satisfied that.the 
system is on an actuarlally sound basis $ completely in accord with cur® 
rent conditions®

11 ,If tl|@ changes in restrictions on investment must come as a result
of legislative action,? bringing them about can fee more easily said than
donee However,? bringing to the attention of the legislature the increase
In the post of the pension plan,? because the earnings thereof are not as
high as they might be if legal restrictions were more in accord with.pr@®
s@ut=day realities? could facilitate the enactment of more proper legal re®
atrietions on the authority to invest pension funds of public®employees a
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proper measurement of ineomeo'^
Of particular importance td a proper accounting system is the : . ;

method of valuing the securities held by the system as investmentso The
applications of the lower of cost or current replacement values to the 
securities .has no place in the accounting for the investments .of a public® ■ 
employee.retirement system® As "will, be- seen laterlong®term invesiments 
are more suitable to retirement systemsp and the recording of short®term 
fluctuations in the market price of the securities held will serve only 
to distort the income reported for the - system®^ . .

Another aspect in the valuation-of the system8s investments concerns 
the treatment of the premium .paid or discount received in the purchase of 
a bond^ or similar fitted®dollar security having a fixed maturity date® A 
premium paid . in the purchase of these securities is the consideration. .- 
given- therefor over and above the amount the investor will-realise upon- 
maturity of the security® A discount, received is the amount by which the
maturity value exceeds the price paid to purchase it®

. There'are three ways of treating either premium or discount® One
method is to keep either recorded intact -until maturity and then to record
a loss or gs4%  whichever is applicable^ upon receipt of the matured value
in moneyo Another method is to write off the first interest payments
against the premium paid' until it is''completely written off and-, then^ to 
record incojae upon receipt of'interest1payments® (Discount is treated ' ‘

- ^See Kathryn Johnston̂ , "Accounting for Public Employee Retirement 
Systems” (Unpublished .fcster ss thesiŝ , LibraryUniversity of Arizona <> 195^)°

ill"-.- - .■ Eaton and Littleton^ p® 81® - . , .
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the same as described above for the first methodo) A third way is to 
reduce either premium or discount according to a systematic scheme over 
the life of the investmento

In realityp a premium or a discount is an adjustment of the in
terest rate stated on the security as the one being received by the lendero 
In systematically reducing the premium or discount and in using the amount 
of the reduction to adjust the interest income already received in cash, 
the investor gives recognition to this facto There are two generally 
accepted ways to accomplish this systematic .reduction*-^ One method is 
to allocate a proportionate amount of premium or discount to each ac
counting period* This is known as the straight-line method*

The other method* known as scientific amortization^ is more com
plicated* The premium or discount is used to determine what the effeetive- 
yield rate for the investment is* (Bond tables provide ways of quickly 
calculating the effective-yield rate*) This rate is then applied to an 
ever-declining or to an ever-increasing balance (consisting of the mat
urity value plus or minus the premium or discount) to determine the 
effective yield for the period covered by the interest paymento-^ The 
difference between the effective yield for the period and the interest 
received in cash (or accrued) during the period is then determined* In 
the case of a premium it is subtracted from the balance (to which the 
effective rate was applied) in the case of a discount* it is added* The

-*-5Johnston* pp* 56-57°
l6if interest payment periods.and accounting periods do not 

coincide* adjustments therefor are necessary* See Johnston* pp* 62-63*



sum that results becomes the next balance to which the effective rate 
will be appliedo This process is repeated over the life of the investment 
until it matures or is soldo

Special Requirements as to the investment of Funds of

Hot only must investment of public-employee retirement funds -s.-

meet the criteria of safety of principal (as it is defined for a retire
ment system) and adequacy of incomes but it must also conform to certain 
requirementso These requirements are determined by the peculiar needs 
(orp as will be seenP by the lack of them) of the systemo These special 
requirements are common to all public-employee retirement systems# almost 
without exeeptioBo 
Ho need for convertibility

A private business frequently has funds which are a part of its 
so-called working capital and does not need such funds for its operationso
Obviously# such funds can be invested during the time they would otherwise
be idle* Such investment is desirable because some return or income there
on can be obtained^ But# in this case it must be remembered that this
capital presumably will be needed for the business* operations shortly,, 
Hence# if.it is invested in securities# these must be of a character that 
can be readily reconverted into cash without substantial loss when the 
need therefor ariseso Here# then# is the all-important consideration—  

convertibility,, Such is offered only by exceptionally high-grade bonds 
having a wide market and yielding a relatively low return o As we shall 
see# a public-employee retirement system has no need for this quality of 
convertibilityo



A long«term. p r o p o s i t i o n retirement system is a long-term prop® 
ositiomi that iŝ  it is a deriee established to provide retirement benefits 
for a governmental tmit8'S employees and P presumably^ ĵrill eontinue to 
function indefinitely0 Typically^ when a system is first esteblishedj, fmtp 
if any^ employees are eligible for r@tirem®nt'0 During the earlier years 
of the systemtes operations $ then^ it is a case of "everything coming in 
and nothing going outt>M Shis means fhat5 assuming the contributions to 
the system are mad® a so-called actuarially funded basis^ the assets of 
the system will continue to increase from, year to year for a considerable 
period of time*

In the normal situation^ assuming no increase in the number of 
employees covered by the system^ contributions and investment earnings 
may be expected to exceed necessary payments to the beneficiaries of the 
system for as long as thirty to thirty=five years after the system is. 
establishedo^

Possibility of constant growtho«=The assumption^ moreover^ that 
the number of employees covered by the system will not increase is more 
likely than not to prove invalid <, Both the population and the economy of 
the United States are expanding at a rapid paces As this continues $ the 
numbers entering public employment may be expected to increasej, though 
not.necessarily in direct ratio to the population increasee Alsos the 
particular locality of a given governmental unit may be growing at a greater 
rate than the country as a whole©. It is obviousp then^ that the time when 
the outflow of money to the beneficiaries of a retirement system may be

^Interview with Professor lomrd^ April 9? 195&°
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expected to equal approximately the inflow from contributions and earnings 
will be longer than the thirty or thirty-five years referred to above=
IndeedB the balancing period may never be attained..

The State of Arizona and the City of Tucson are examples of such 
more-than-average growtho A system for the public-school teachers in the 
State of Arizonaj, known as the Arizona Teachers9 Retirement System.5 began 
to operate July 1B 1943°"^ The Board of Trustees of the System issued ten 
annual reports^ the first covering the year ended June'309 1944» before it 
was amalgamated with the Arizona Retirement System in 1955« The assets 
had grown from $239433=24$, the original deposit made into itl9$ to 
$13p01Gg250o26B the amount shown in the last Trustees9 annual r e p o r t <>20

The Tucson Supplement Retirement System replaced the Employees9 
Pension Fund on December 179 1 9 5 3 This latter system had been estab
lished in 1946o22 Its assets grew from nothing to $654%,837°20* on the 
date of its abolishmento23 The hew system took over these assets and dis
bursed approximately $200g000g by June 30s 1954°^ The major portion of

•̂Arizona Teachers9 Retirement Systems A Circular of Information Setting Forth the Privileges and Obligations of Members Under the Provi
sions of the Arizona Teachers9 Retirement Act (Phoenix? Board of TrusteesP 1944) Po 2o ■“  " "  ;

19pirat Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Arizona Teachers9 
Retirement System (Phoenixs Board of Trustees* 1944) p° 11=

^Tenth Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Arizona Teachers9 Retirement System (Phoenixg Board of Trusteess 1954) p« 5°
2̂ -City of Tucson* Ordinances #1420 and #1422o
Tucson* Arizona* The Code of the City of Tucson* Arizona« 1953* Chapter 20=,

23Figures taken from reports in the files of the City Auditor of Tucson* Arizonao
^Ibido
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the $200j,000 went to pay for retroactive Social security payments (in 
■pursuance to' Ordinance which placed Tucson employees under the .
Social Security law) and for refund of members® contributions (in pursu«

. ■ , ■- gg • : ' Y ■■■■... __
anee to Ordinance #lk%Q) o Only $9^000 of the $200/000 was applied to.

■- PY - - . : ' - -payment of pensions®' ' Yet in the same period««from December 1% .1953 to ; 
June 30̂, , 195^°the new system received $50j,000/ approximately in contribu*
- - Og ' . V . / ' . ' . . ' : \tions and earnings® '- By the end of the next fiscal yeary the assets of 

' the new system had grown to approximately $540000m«.$40̂ 000 higher than ; 
those of the previous year®

A real need0°°lt should be apparent to the reader from the fore= 
going statements and examples how little a retirement system^ particularly 
a recently established one4, needs ready cash to meet its obligations ® Y  
The true problem for a retirement system especially in its early yearsY is 
to keep its funds satisfactorily invested0 What constitutes satisfactory

■ - . ' qi . - - -investment was the'subject of the preceding sectiono .-Y 
Exemption from Federal income taxes ; -

Because of an interpretation of the Federal Constitution4, it is not 
considered a right of the Federal Government to tax a State or State

^City of Tucson4, Ordinance fylkSLp Sections 6(c) and 7(b)®
^0City of Tucson^ Ordinance ̂ lte0p Section 2 (h & i)®
2T ' ■ ■ -: 'Figures taken from reports in the files of the City Auditor of

Tucson̂ . Arizona o . . ;  ̂ l : '
' : 28Ibide . ' ' ■ • .

29lbido
^Above^'p9 34o . .
^Abovep pp® 24-33 ° ' . ' • •
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activitiesSince public^employee retirement systems (other than those.
created for Federal employees) are considered State activitiesthe in=>
come earned by these systems is not taxable@ Furthermore? these systems
receive exemption in the Federal statutes- levying income taxes0

This fact has an important bearing on the types of securities which
a retirement system purchases for the following reasons® Since income tax 

35rates are highp there exists a demand from high®inecme investors for tax-
exempt securitieso Hhe decision of the Federal government to begin impos
ing Federal income taxes on Federal obligations issued in 1938 and there™ 
after (with certain exceptions) considerably shortened the supply.of tax- 
exe%#t securitiese An artificial situation has arisen^ therefore^ in 
which the price for these still tax-exempt securities is enhanced over 
and above what a comparablej, but taxablej, security would command in the 
market5 given the same degree of safetyp etc® With a higher price to pays 
the inescapable result is a lower return from the investment®

It should be manifest to any student of retirement systems ̂ then5, 
that a public-employee retirement system^ already enjoying Federal in
come-tax exemption on its incomeshould look to other features of a pro
posed investment than the tax-exemption. the income therefrom enjoys® The 
system^ in purchasing tax-exempt securities? has paid for something it

^Collector Vo Day* 11 Wallace 113 (1871)0 .
^^Eugene McQuillin^ The Law of Municipal Corporations (3rd ed®| Chicago 

Callaghan & Companys 1949) ?ols IIl^ p® 517o .
^Prentice-Ball 1956 Federal Tax CourseStudents Edition (Hew York? 

Prentice-Eallj) lnc®p 1955). Po 12160
^^They have' been so since 194-2̂  and the probability is that they will remain so for some time to come®
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does not needo Therefore, investment in these securities should be made 
only when they have satisfied other requirements, these being safety of 
principal and adequacy of income o 
Restrictions placed on the authority to invest

The laws creating public-employee retirement systems, quite generally, 
specify the types of securities in which the funds of the system can be 
investedo This authorization can be very restrictive or fairly liberalo 
When the statute does include a defined list of permissable securities, 
there are certain objections to be raisedo These objections will be dis
cussed first before going into the matter of the authorization itselfo

Objections to a legally defined list of securities;,— 3& The primary 
objection to the inclusion of a definitive list in a retirement statute of 
the types of securities which may be purchased for the system, created 
thereby, is due to the possible incompetency of the body drawing it up—  

a city council or a legislatureo The members of either are rarely elected 
because of their skill in making investmentso Still rarer would it be to 
find the majority of a legislature or council to be composed of investment 
specialistso Yet their decisions in this respect are binding on the admin
istrators of the system affectedo

Another objection arises from the fact that the membership of these 
bodies changeso Because their decisions are not, as a rule, binding on the 
succeeding body, there is no assurance that each succeeding body would not 
alter the list in some fashion and compel the system to dispose of the now 
unqualifying securities immediately= It is a commonplace that a seller, 
having to sell, is not in the most advantageious position for bargaining.

^Interview with Professor Strickler, April 2, 19560



It earn W  se®^. tfeem̂, that epsapulsory . selling of seewities could involve 
a system in unwarranted losseso

•There is still another objection to such a list© The list may well 
include securities whose, place: there is not determined by investment' worthy, 
but by other eonsiderations» The most common one is the.assumption that 
public funds must be kept within the political jurisdiction or else a shorts 
age of ready capital to finance governmental improvements will develop© A 
concomitant of that reasoning is that_p by forcing public funds to Invest in 
local government obligations^ a saving to the taxpayer wiXEresult because . 
.the interest paid thereon trill stay at homei rather than, go into some other 
political .jurisdiction 9 ̂

This reasoning is fallacious for so mny reasons that this writer 
does not knmr where to begin in pointing them out* Such reasoning ignores 
the fact that;, despite, the existence of forty^eight sovereign states^ 
there is one common currency and2 in effect^ only one■financial marketo 
Money^ therefore^, does not recognise state boundaries© Investors seeking 
tasMasempt income2 Be^matter^where in the countryj, will bid up the ,price 
for local government obligations© The higher the price2 the Iwer the re® 
turn Is so axiomatic that it should not be necessary to repeat it© The 
result of a lower return^ however2 must be repeated until It pierces the

4T«6ie writer2 himself 2 heard such an opinion ■ expressed by a representa® . 
tive to the Arizona Legislature from Pima County on April 18,- 19560 • Profes® 
sor Howard has told the writer of various instances in which he has had the 
same experience^ the most memorable being the one when he was called to 
testify before the Arizona House Insurance and Banking Committee during con® 
sideratlon of a measure to liberalize the investment provisions of the Ari
zona State Retirement System in January2 195^° ' v.



consciousness of all concerned 0 fhe result of a len<rer returnj, flue to en® 
forced investment in local government obligations^ is a higher cost to the 
■ taxpayer if these investments are made for the benefit of the local public®'
employee retirement system® This lower return can mean a substantial in®

' ‘ - - • ’ oftcrease in the cost of a retirement system®- This cost is paid in one of;
teo ways* Either the taxpayer pays higher, taxes to make up the deficit in :

. the system^ which resulted from the lower earnings* or the taxpayer pays for
it in intangible ways* That is to say* if the deficit is not made up for
the system by extra levies* the system-will have to pay reduced benefits o.
Reduced retirement benefits.can cause disaffection among the employees*
with lower efficiency in their work® - ' .

A fourth objection can be put forth® If the list is not changed
with appropriate regularity (as against changing it arbitrarily^ )* it may
remain-static* regardless of the changing values and investment position
of the included securities* and. regardless.of the existence of other not
included whose desirability may be great® Ah example of the former contin®
gency is the ease of.state and municipal obligations® Twenty to thirty
years ago a reasonable rate of interest on the safer of these securities
was approximately 5^,oDue to reasons too complex to present here* the re® :
turn-, on - these securities has dropped to let* almost' all retirement '

has been estimated* for example* that an increase- of 1^ in aver® . 
age inyestment yields should cut the cost of a typical pension plan about •. 
20^ (paying the same benefits»«o o" quoted from Sradison* p® 86® See above
p» 30o . . ; ; .. . ..

3%@® above* p® 38®
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systems surveyed by the Municipal Finance Officers Association have them 
as allowable securities40y andp in many states they are the only allowable 
investment for pension systems o41

k fifth objection is that this listP publicly published,, gives to 
the uninformed a recommendation of the included securities not warranted 
other than by seeming to have been declared safe by public authority0 This 
serves only to enhance a demand that may be already artificially high due 
to the desires of high-income investors for tax-exempt securities and due 
to the inability of many retirement system administrators to place their 
investments elsewhere because of legal restrictions imposed on themo This 
high demand* of course* results in lower earnings than would obtain if the 
artificial demand did not existo

A liberal authorization to investo— Of course* the most liberal 
authorization to invest could be one that placed no restrictions* whatso
ever* on the types of securities that the trustees of the system could pur
chase 0 This is* on the face of it* a very improbable circumstance and de
serves mention only because of its improbabilityo Legislatures are not 
likely to create funds with public moneys and to place these in the charge 
of a group of administrators without some provision for their safety0

The most liberal authorization in this country is the ^Massachusetts

-̂*"In an article by R„ L„ Funk— ^Permissive Legislation Regarding Invest
ment of Governmental Funds8 A summary of Investment Legislation Affecting Municipalities and Retirement Systems in Selected States**5 Municipal Financeo XXV (February* 1953) 111-19— nine out of twenty-four states reporting were required to confine pension fund investment to United States* states and municipal obligations»
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rti2@!i of pruSest investmento Oylgiiaallŷ  it was applied to trustees mk®
- ‘ - kglog investments with private moneys o . loŵ , the principle embodied in this

rule, has been applied to .a public^employee retirement sygtem=>=th@ Illinois
Teachers0 Retirement System6 ; (To this writer$s knowledge^ it is the only
instance in which use of it has been made o ) The Illinois System is per=
mitted to use it by reference-in the statutes setting up the system and .
outlining the powers of the trustees thereof, as to, investment*.

A statement of the "rule" itself is best made by quoting from the
laij> as follo^rsg- - ■ , ■ •. •

"In o .0 0 investing # @ o property for any trust 0 <, the 
■ trustee thereof shall exercise the judgment and care under 
the circumstances then, prevailing'̂ : which men of prudence, 
discretion and intelligence exercime in the management of 
.their'own affairs» not in regard to speculation but in regard .. 
to the permanent disposition, of their funds0 considering the 
•probable Income as well as the probable safety of their 
ca'oltals" ' . '

' : h.0 ' . \ ' ' V. /. . .;■ American Jurisprudence» ¥ol0 LI?, p© 299°
^Funkj, Municipal Finance, XXV (February, 1953) Ul=>19o
kk -Smith^Hurd Illinois Annotated Statutesg Permanent Edition (St® Paul,

Minn^i West; Publishing Company, 1936 and 1955 Cumulative Annual Pocket
.Part) Chapter 122, Article 25# Section -35 and; reference to Chapter lk8, ;
Artieies 32' and 33® There is one modification of the "rale" itself, / •
which does not apply to the trustees of private funds,,in that the trustees- of
- of the Illinois System may not make investments, in real estate unless they
are secured by a first mortgage which must not exceed forty percent of
the value of the realty as fixed by expert appraisal® . .

^Ibido, Chapter iM?# Article 32° The italics are this writer %  and. _' 
are placed, there to indicate"the portions which quote directly from; 
Springfield Safe Deposit and Trust Company Ve First Unitarian Society,. •
*800 lQ Eo 5kl (1936"), a case which is quoted when statements of the-
"Massachusetts ..rule" are madeG See above. Footnote ^20 - -



As can be understood from reading the above quotation̂ , this law 
attempts to cover all possible contingencies ands still# imposes bo rigid 
list of securities whose investment worth may deteriorate with the ■ passage 
of time® Admittedly# such-a'law can give a power destructive to .the system 
it attempts to protect if-the use of the law is placed in hands incapable 
of exercising it intelligently«, But# this is a matter which will be taken 
up in the next chapter & ; 1 : , ... .

Otherj less liberals.authorizations0«~At the other extreme# laws 
can be so restrictive that only the obligations of the Federal government 
and the state# including its political subdivisions# where the system is 
located are allowable investment for the retirement system* An example 
of such is the Arizona State Employees Retirement Systemo In general# . 
the statute permits the system to purchase obligations of the United States
and Arizona (or its political subdivisions) and no others» A slightly more
liberal authorization is that of the Tucson Supplemental Betirement System®
.This system may purchase Federal or state obligations# the word state not
■ '. ' - '" -  ̂ 'being restricted to the State of Arizona only®

Many of the pension systems are required to make their investments

Arizona Revised Statutes3 See® 38=757® Because of the similarity "of 
■the wording, in- this statute with the pertinent section, of;.the Phoenix re« 
tireraent system '.(Oode of Phoenix# Arizona9 Chapter 30[I¥# See® 2%)# this 
'wfiter suspects that the Arizona System0 s investment section.was original^ 
ly copied from the Phoenix System® s statute without much careful study®

^The Code of the City of Tucson# Arizona» 1953# Chapter XIII# Section 
12# by,reference from Tucson Ordinance #1422# Section_20 (g)o .,

kft •., ' ' <v  ̂ ... .. Interview, with Mr» O® Hirseh# Assistant City ■ Attorney of Tucson#
Arizona# April 11# 1956® _ ,■, ,



conform to the investment permitted to life insurance companies <, to savings 
and loans associationŝ , savings banks and other institutions in which the 
public placed its savings a Georgia j, Louisiana Maryland Heir Hampshire s 
Horth Carolina^ Virginia and Wisconsin are examples of states requiring 
pension systems within their jurisdiction to confine their investments to 
those permitted to domestic life insurance companies; California^ Conneeti** 
outg Vermont^ to state or savings banks^  ' • - ■ . .

.. Regardless of the soundness of any of these provisions^ the reader 
is reminded that they are binding on the administrators of public«employee 
retirement systems» As such? these restrictions constitute one of the 
special requirements which must be given due weight and consideration in 
the making of investments for publie«empXoyee retirement systems9 together 
with the fact that such systems have no need of quick convertibility of 
their investments to cash nor any'need to consider the tax-exempt.features 
of the income to be earned from these investments o Yet these requirements 
should- not prevail in a manner that safety•of principal is' endangered nor 
that an inadequate income is earned from any of investmentso' In the next 
section^ solutions of selected states and cities to the problem of invest- 
ment of retirement (and in two cases $ all state) funds will be presented» 

Investment Authorities of Selected States and Cities - 
Thus far in. thisj,: the material -presented has been chiefly an expo- ; 

sition of this writer8 s ideas" concerning the problem of investment of public- 
.employee retirement systems« It would be well to review^ at this pointj, 
wlmt selected states and.cities have (or have not),accomplished in solving 
their particular problems of investment o

^Funkt, Municipal. Finance o IXf .(February#, 1953) 117^19
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States -

Two of the three states* of which the investment policies and pro
grams will be presented below* were selected because their treatment of 
the investment problem represents to this writer an ideal solution,, The 
third was selected as an example of what carelessness can bring about in 
the treatment of the investment needs of a publie-employee retirement 
system, '

Wisconsin,,— -^Wisconsin has tried to implement an investment pro
gram based on the concept that wide statutory authority should be granted 
if it is coupled with specific statutory and administrative provisions 
for competent* aggressive* full-time investment management» The use of 
lay boards or part-time investment managers to exercise the investment 
function is frowned upon. All state funds except constitutional trust 
funds and ail funds invested by the regents of the university have been 
placed under the jurisdiction of the State of Wisconsin Investment Board, 
The funds* themselves* are co-mingled* but the share in these funds of the 
various bodies contributing to the Investment Board is kept identifiable.

The Board is composed of seven members. Two of them are ex officio 
members. They are the Governor and the Director of Budgets & Accounts,
The other five members are appointive; but* they must be appointed from 
the.following groups; one* each* from the teachers? retirement system and 
the state retirement system; and three from among citizens who have had 
ten years? experience in making investments. The Board must meet at least 
once a month. They are paid expenses and a per diem salary while meeting

5®Ray L, Lillywhite* stInvestment of Public Funds in Wisconsin*?? 
Inal Finance, XXV (February* 1953) 130-36,
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or otherwise working on Board affairs0

The administrative and executive function of the Investment Board 
is carried out by the Investment Commission^ consisting of three personse 
Each of these three must be qualified by training and prior experience to 
manages to administer and to invest funds0 They are appointed by the 
Board pursuant to regular Wisconsin civil service proceduresp with the ex=* 
eeption that the probationary period is extended from six months to two 
yearso .

The funds under the jurisdiction of the Board may be invested in se<= 
eurities legal for investment by the domestic life insurance companieso 
Such authorisation is very broad^ indeed 0 Included are all types of 
bonds and other fixed”dollar income obligations of the United States and 
Canadaj, both public and private^ preferred stocks : (up to 5$ of the state 
fund8s assets)5 and common stocks together with other investments not else=» 
where authorised (againj, up to 5% of the state fundss assetsThe Board 
must have the unanimous consent of the Commission in making a specific 
investment,) On the other hand^ the Commission is authorised to Invest in 
certain types of securities g but this authorisation is subject to change 
at the option of the Board <.

The Board has embarked on an aggressive program to increase income 
without jeopardising the security of the prineipalo They plan to partial™ 
pate in direct placement activities and to increase the proportionate share 
of investments in preferred and common stocksj> in mortgages ̂ and in lease™ 
back arrangementso They hav@# also5 undertaken the elimination of local

^See Wisconsin^ Code of 1951a Chapter 206j, Section 3**-°
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government securities and the reduction of holdings in Federal government 
obligations$ in an attempt to improve the rate of earnings made by the in
vestments,,

Mew Jerseyo— 52j\.nother state that has attempted to rationalize its 
investment activities is the State of Mew Jersey., Prior to the passage 
of the new law governing investment activities of state bodiess criticism 
had been expressed to the effect that the investment of funds was restrict
ed by authorizations having outgrown their practical usefulness^ that those 
funds required to earn a specific rate of return (usually 3 to 4%) no long
er did sOp and that there was an unnecessary loss of revenue by not invest
ing funds not currently needed for disbursements„

The new law was passed in 1950= It created the Division of Invest
ments under the state’s Department of the Treasury., Its basic function is 
the co-ordination and centralization of the state funds of Mew Jersey., The 
Division is empowered to invest in the same securities which are permitted 
to savings banks in the State of Mew Jersey, short-term notes of private 
United States corporations (if they are solvent) and Canadian government 
obligationso53 The investments legal for savings banks in Mew Jersey are, 
generally speaking, government obligations or those guaranteed by a gov
ernment as to repayment or payment of interest thereon., 54

The law created also the State Investment Council, whose chief

5%alter To Hargetts, Jro, ’’Administration and Investment of Funds,’8 Municipal Financen XXV (August, 1952) 62-64*

5%ew Jersey Statutes Annotated (Sto Paul, Mirniog West Publishing 
Coo, 1950 together with 1955 Cumulative Annual Pocket Part) 528 18A-89*

%bido, 178 9A-175*



duties seem to be to provide the State Treasurer with a list of names of 
men who are qualified to serve as Director of the Division of Investments 
and to review periodically all activities of the Division0̂ 5 The Council 
consists of ten members, five of whom are elected representatives of the 
pension systemswhose funds have been placed under the jurisdiction of the 
Investment Divisiono The other five members are appointed by the State’s 
Governoro Their appointment is contingent on their having skill and ex
perience in the field of investmento All serve without compensation be
yond reimbursement for expenses arising from service on the Councilo

Arizonao— In sharp contrast to the provisions made by the two
above-mentioned states in the handling of the investment of state funds 
(in which they treat the problem as a whole rather than as a problem for 
individual state agencies) stand those of Arizonao In 1953 the State 
created a retirement system intended for all employees of the state^ and 
those political subdivisions who vote to join ito

The investment powers of the funds created by the operation of the 
System are vested in the Board which administers the Systemo The Board is 
composed of seven memberso Four of these are employees of the State in

55ibido, 52s 18A-83, 84 and 91=
-^Since 1950, a Division of Pensions, under the State Treasurer, has been created, which Division assumes jurisdiction over all the papers and 

records,, except those relating to investment, of the pension systems under 
the jurisdiction of the Investment Divisiono Furthermore, nothing in this 
new law can be construed.as affecting the powers of the Investment Division 
to make investments of the retirement fundso Ibido, 523 .184-95$ 96 and lOGo

, ̂ The State Teachers’ Retirement System was not amalgamated with the 
State Retirement System until 1955°
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some capacity or another5, and ̂ three: are chosen from the public? The public 
members must be each a member of the bar, a person xdth experience in the 
making of investments and a person experienced in life insurance or annuit"

The permitted investments of the System are, in general, bonds of 
the United States and the State of Arizona or its political subdivisions? 
However, bonds in the latter category must be ftiUy guaranteed as to prin
cipal by the county or state government before they may be purchased by 
the System0^

It is to be regretted that Arizona.makes no attempt to achieve real 
savings in the eosts of operating the government by a rational program of 
intelligent investment by men. skilled in the art of making investments? 
Instead, a state retirement system is established with no though of treat
ing its investments in the light of current realities in the investment 
field? The investments permitted to the System are such;that they, while '
permitting a certain degree of safety in principal, sacrifice income with-

go" ■out any compensating benefit*
Cities

■ The three cities whose investment policies are reviewed in the follow
ing paragraphs, were chosen as examples of what can be, for invest
ment purposes, adequate legislative sanctions» A fourth city, Tucson, will

^Arizona Bevised Statutes, Section 38-7^2 o
: 59lbid?, :Section: 38-757V V : . ; ' 7 : , '
60 ■ ’ : .. ■ - ■ ‘ -• See above, pp? 37, 39, 40?
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be given consideration in the following chapter®

Milwaukee, Wlsconsin®«=^The Investment of the funds of the Employees 
Retirement System of the City of Milwaukee is performed by the Annuity and 
Pension Board subject to the limitation placed, by Wisconsin law on domestic

V . . ‘ " ' ' ' , : . '' -
life insurance companies 5, frith the exception that the retirement system6s 
funds may also be invested in short-term Obligations issued by the Federal 
and Milwaukee governments® The Board may organize as redevelopment eorp=
oration under the Wisconsin redevelopment law^ but no more than ten percent
of the System8s assets may be invested in such a corporation® . There are . 
other limitations as to the percentages of the.assets which may be invest”
ed in various securities or types ' of securities ®

The selection of investments is made by the Investment Committee of 
the Board j, members of the Committee being the City Comptroller and three 
members of the Board 0 In addition^ the Board retains a firm of investment 
counsellors in an advisory capacity® The latter recommend securities for 
selection by the Board7 andevery six months p review the entire portfolio 
of securities held® - ' ' ,

Worfolkj Virginia®””The investment authority of the Horfolk Employees 
Retirement System is the same as that applying to domestic life insurance 
companies®^ Among the'permitted securities are government Obligations of 
various kinds, corporate bonds* preferred stock, common stock, unsecured -

^TTirgil Ho Burless, "A Large City8s Investment Practices," Municipal. 
Finance, XZ¥ .(February, 1953) 122«@4® . . .
■ V See ab'ove, p® 46® . -

^Funk, Municipal Finance 3 EZ? (February, 1953) UT-lp®
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notes and real-estate mortgages <>64

The system is unique in that* in accounting for premium or discount 
on bond purchasesy scientific amortization is u s e d c . 6 5

Dallasn Texas°— The Board of Trustees of the Dallas Employees9 Re
tirement Fund act as trustees of the money collected by the Fund and have 
the power to invest these funds subject to the restrictions imposed by law 
upon life insurance companies in the State of T e x a s o 6 6  These restrictions 
are not very s t r i n g e n t o67 Accordingly the investment portfolio contains all 
types of bonds— except municipal or district bonds— $> preferred stocks^ 
common stocks and m o r t g a g e  l o a n s <>68 These investments earn a net yield of 
3o6l$ on the net assets of the system<>69

The investment of funds is a skill whose acquisition involves years 
of experienceo The criteria of sound investment are (l) safety of principal 
and (2) adequacy of incomeo These phrases can have a variety of meanings9 
butp insofar as they apply to public-employee retirement systems^ they ac
quire distinctive meanings I (l) maintenance of the original number of

6 Ĉode. of Virginia <, 1950o Annotated (with 1954 Supplement) 38ol-192/211o
65Letter from Mro Ao Wo Sykes. Secretary, Employees9 Retirement System of the City of Norfolk, August 4, 1955° See above, p0 32°
66The Employees9 Retirement Fund of the City of Dallas (Dallasg Board 

of Trustees, September 20, 1952) po 22o .

Legislature. Regular Session, pp. 421-23°
6%jty of Dallas Employees9 Retirement Fund Annual Report for 1954 

(Dallas! Board.of Trustees, 1954) unnumbered pageso
69ibid=
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Sollar@ ■ in- th© ftin# and (2) earning the rate the system9s actuary.assumed 
would be earned by the investment of the contributions whose amount he has 
calculated 6 As for any investment̂ , the investment of public=employee re= 
tirement system funds must meet.certain requirements determined by the needs 
of the. system# A publicRemployee retirement system has no need, of ready ' 
convertibility in its . investments| it enjoys Federal income-tax exeaiptioni 
and its. investments, must conform to specified restrictions imposed by the 
legislative body creating the system# Wisconsin and Hew Jersey provide 
examples of a rational approach to the problem of the investment of state 
fundsj, as a wholes and in which retirement. funds are a part# Arizona demon=> 
strates the approach^ like in other states p of overly restrictive legist; 
la t ion to the investment problems of retirement systems© . Milwaukee $ Dallaŝ , 
and Horfolk share alike the distinction of having their retirement systems6 
investments conform to those imposed on domestic life insurance companies« 

y.-; In the. chapter-which follows (and ..concludes this thesis) the problem 
of -investment as it applies to small systems will be taken up5 together with 
the writer6s recommendations to this problem and with a review of the Tucson 
system#. -



CHAPTER V :
M  RRGGMM FOE •

.A '’SISBLL" SYSTEM
In this chapter̂ , the problem of .investment as it applies to; a small 

.public=employee retirement system will be treated first* with suggested 
remedies included* Then* the types of securities this writer-believes to. ■ 
be suitable for these small systems will be presented 8 Finally* a .review. - 
of the investment practices of the Tucson Supplemental Retirement System 
will be made and; suggestions mad© in the light of the material presented 
thus far in this thesis*

: The Investment Problem As It Applies to Small
/ ' Fublie^Employee Retirement Systems ;

A retirement, system"covering a .relatively small number of employees 
may experience difficulties in addition to the ones that have already been 
set forth in the preceding chapter* This writer hopes* in particular* to 
present .remedies for the problems of these.smaller systems» These remedies 
will not necessarily be" limited to the problems presented in this chapter ' 
but will*'also* be directed to those others set forth in preceding chapters 
The restraints placed on small systems .

. There are. two. matters in which the relatively smallness of a're«
■ tirement system limits its activities as .an.investor* The one is direct 
placement of.its funds with the issuer of the 'securities being purchased^ 
the other* the hiring of competent counseling and other services to aid in 
the mking of investments*

• :Direct Placement9̂ ”Today many reliable, issuers of very suitable
securities.by-pass the services offered heretofore, by an investment banker 
and -negotiate directly with the.purchasers of these issues0 In doing this*



both hop® to derive a mutual benefit by reducing the cost of floating the 
issue through the elimination of intermediaries such as the investment 
bankero Another benefit^ though of not chief importancê , is that direct 
placement eliminates the inconvenience of obtaining the permission of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission to place the issue before the publicp 
since the public is not involved0 It is because of such.reduction in ex« 
pens© that institutional investors^ such as life insurance companiesj, 
participate in these direct placement activitieso

However£ the more that suitable issues go through this channel of 
investmentj, the less'will appear in the open market to be available for 
purchase by small pttblie=employee retirement systems0 lor can these . 
smaller systems hope to find suitable securities through direct placement 
on their part© One reason is that issues of suitable investment worth are 
rarely- small enough to be handled by such systems0 Another reason is thatP 
even If such an issue could be founds the administrators of the system very 
likely would not have ability■to estimate the market evaluation of the new 
issue«==>a technique acquired by investment bankers only after long years of 
trial and erroro A third reason would be that there are not enough small 
retirement systems in a state which could combine forces In order to 
absorb all of a suitable issue through direct placement*

The hiring of competent eounselingp”~Cowp®t®nt advice costs money© 
Sencê , the savings achieved by using such advice must be such to make it 
worthwhile© A small retirement system rarely has the volume to warrant a 
full«time investment counselor* Hor Is part-time help a possible solution^ 
unless the city is large enough to have investment houses who are there by 
virtue of business other than that given to them by the retirement system©
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Nevertheless^ a small retirement system can use these services as well as 
a large one0
Remedies— ideal and available— to the investment problem created by the 
smallness of a retirement system

The remedies.t© the problems created by the smallness of a retire
ment system would seem to be those that would eliminate the chief reason 
for the difficulty— the smallness of the systemo However, political cir
cumstances may make such a solution more of an ideal than a practicalityo 
Therefore, the available solutions may have to be adopted in their steado 

Ideal solutionso— It would seem logical that, if there is a diffi
culty which one is desirous of eliminating and is caused by some condition, 
one would either change or eliminate that condition and thereby remove the 
difficultyo Once arrived at that conclusion, the next step would be to 
determine how to change or eliminate this conditiono So is it in the ease 
of small retirement systemso If one has concluded that certain problems 
exist because the system is small, then one should conclude that to elim- 
-inate these problems the system should be made larger— larger in the num
bers of people covered or in the assets held or both®

There are three ways that the above can be accomplished* ©ne is to 
amalgamate a number of small systems into a larger one* A second is to 
turn over the assets of these small systems to one central agency for in
vestment o A third way is to do both; that is, to create a large retirement 
system in the place of many small ones and to turn over their assets for in
vestment to a body created for that purpose*

The creation of a larger system*— This solution is very simple to



propose (but perhaps, impossible to effectuate)0 The economies to be 
achieved in centralized administration would make it palatable to the 
legislative bodies involvedo The enlarged capacity to invest would make 
it possible to hire investment counsellorso The simplification in the 
actuarial problems, because the group covered would be larger and, there
fore, more likely to conform to standard mortality and other actuarial 
tables, would place the system on a sounder basis than its predecessorso 
All these reasons speak for it.

The logical unit for such a system would be the stateo All state 
employees and those of the state9s political subdivisions would belong to 
ito It would provide a mobility to these employees not heretofore enjoyed 
in that they could move from one agency to another within the state with
out fear of jeopardizing their retirement benefitso

However this mobility of.public-employees among the various state 
agencies would bring in its train various problemso Among them is settl
ing the question of what would happen to the employer9s contributions 
that have not been vested in the employee, as yet, once the employee leaves 
to go to another city or agencyo Another would be to determine if the 
office employee, who, ordinarily, is not in a perilous occupation, would 
have to pay the same contribution as a fireman or policeman„ A third 
matter to settle would be to determine if the same actuarial tables would 
be applied to small cities as well as to large citieso

Fortunately there are a number of states that have amalgamated 
their retirement systems on a state-wide basisô - Their experience should

^Retirement Plans for Public Employees (Chicago§ Municipal Finance 
Officers Association, 1946) p<>34o Ohio, Colorado, New Jersey, New York, California and Michigan are all mentioned as having these plans, though some 
make a distinction between municipal workers and state workerso
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be valuable to any other state considering such a step0

■ : ®ie creation of an. imrestmeat authoritgr»«®Following the example of
Wisconsin and lew Jersey^ a centralized agency could be created to take 
over the problem of investing state fundsP including those of the public-* 
employee retirement systems within the stateo The largeness of the assets 
created thereby would make possible and justifiable the hiring of profession^ 
al helpQ Indeed this agency could perform its functions more effectively 
than a lot of small agencies who may have investment of their funds as only 
incident to their main functiono As in the previous recommendationP a 
savings in cost would result which would permit the performance of the same 
services for less taxes or the performance of more services at the former
COSta

Combination of the above remediesa®clothing in the immediately pre® 
ceding paragraphs should be construed that would obviate the use of both 
remedies in the same situation^ In creating largerand therebŷ , more 
effective agencies5 as In these instanceŝ , can state governments hope to 
meet the challenge posed to.their continued effectiveness in discharging 
their obligations by an already gigantic Federal governments The lowered 
costs or increased services made possible by higher earnings from the in
vestment of state funds in a rational manner would do much to re-enforce 
the confidence of the public in the effectiveness of their state govern
ments in meeting their ̂ the public 8 ŝ ' needs ̂ ’

‘ . Available, though neb ideals solutionso— It may transpire that the 
ideal solutions to the problems posed by the investment of retirement 
system funds are not available because the political climate makes the 
change to a larger system and/or agency not feasible a The best coursê ,
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thea, is to seek out the solution that is both the most desirable and most 
available 0 One such solution is to obtain volunteer investment counseling
from among those citizens who have a more than rudimentary knowledge of the

■ - . "  - p -art of making investments@ The time consumed in advising and reviewing
the investments of the local system should not be so long that it imposes
a burden on one who is asked to volunteer his serviceso

If volunteer help cannot be obtained« the next best solution is to
-V.; :■ : ■■■ 3 ^pay for investment counsellors on a part-time basiso As suggested aboves 

the time spent in investment matters for the system may be so short that 
the system can afford to pay for professional advice on a part-time basis6 
Whatever the method of obtaining the help# the- administrators of the 
system- should not be content with non=professional advice in the,perform^

- iiance of their duties as -investor for the system®
The question of legal restrictions on investment®°°In the discussion 

of ideal and available solutions to the investment problem as it applies to 
small public=»employee retirement systemsP it was assumed that the reader 
would understand that the laws affecting the extent or authority to invest 
would be changed to accord with-cuxrent realitieso Just how these current 
realities apply to public ̂employee retirement'systems will be the subject 
of the next section« At this pointy hwever^ the writer wishes to empha**, 
size that overly=restrietive iegislation«»that is s laws restricting invests

It is desirable because it is the least expensive but still the 
most competent#

-See above4, p® 54° '
^The mechanics of obtaining it should depend on the individual cir

cumstances o ' \
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ment. to government obligations^is not in accord with the needs or require" 
ments of a public^employee sy®tem0 Such legislation must be. relaxedo To 
what degree it is relaxed depends upon the degree of professional advice 
that is available to the system® If the systems can be amalgamated or if 
the funds of the systems in the state are merged with other funds for the 
purpose of investment by one single agency^ then an authorisation as liber- 
al as the “Massachusetts rule" of prudent investment is not unreasonable0̂  

Howeverj) if the system is forced by political considerations to continue 
in its present status of smallnesss then the authorisation might not be as 
liberal<, since there- is no assurance that adequately professional advice 
on investments may be forthcoming® But^ the authorisation to invest must 
never be left so stringent that the use of volunteer or part-time profes
sional investment counseling becomes a meaningless formality®

The Types of■Securities Suitable for the Investment

In this writer8s opinioanthe securities available to the investor 
are generally of two types® This classification arises from the fact that 
the owner of one type is a creditor of the issuer and that the owner of 
other type has a proprietory interest in the assets of the issuer® Of 
course^ there are securities'that defy such classification and have char
acteristics identifiable with both types® Investment by a small^ public-

%ee abovep® 45  ̂wherein it is declared "® ® ® on .the concept that 
wide statutory authorisation should be granted if it is coupled with 
specific statutory 0 © ? provisions for competent © © © investment manage
ment®" -

^This reference to small systems is not intended to deny that such 
investment can also be suitable for larger systems© But this thesis is 
directed to the administrators of small systemsj, and for that reason the 
reference was made©



employee retirement system in one type is more suitable than invest
ment in the other type for reasons to be presented in the following 
paragraphso 'V / V : ' - - ' ; ■
Classification of securities as to the V ■ :

is indicated above,, securities, tend to fall into one of two groups^ 
depending upon the rights that the owner acquires by purchase, of them*
, If the owner becomes a creditor of the issuer^ then the security is 
likely to have a fixed maturity valuep maturity date and fixed rate 
or amount of incomeo Examples Of such securities are bonds,"mortgages> 
collateral trust notes, receiver’s certificates, equipment-trust obli- :' 
gatiohs* and others* : : / ' . ' \ :
, ■ • :: On ' the :bther: hahd, 'the owner of the security may acquire-rights 

qf ownership in the eaterprise issuing the security* This fact in
fluences the maturity value and date and the income he will receive 
from the security* It is almost certain that this type of security will 
have no maturity value because there is no fixed maturity date*' Nor is 
there a.guarantee, usually, of the value of the security, in dollars, if, 
and when he disposes Of it* Nor is there any guarantee as to the amount 
or rate’ of incomeo The generic name for this type of security is com- 
mon stock, though the issuers of this type of security may give it 
other' names* -lhatever the name, however,, all the owner of these cer
tificates of ownership has is a residual interest in the assets of the

'.Businesses are generally operated bn the premise that they will 
continue operations indefinitelyo Hence the owners of these business 
have no reason to expect a maturity date for their security which evi
dences, their ownership In the business. See Paton and Littleton, pp* 8-11



Tbusinessp after the creditors, thereof have been paido
Shere that defy the above classification be

cause they have attributes characteristic of both types o . For .instances, 
there is preferred stock which assures a fixed rate of income and has 
a fixed redemption value anddateo® These are almost the same attributes 
as a bond7s with one significant difference— the owner of a preferred 
share vis an; ownerp not a ereditorp of the issuing corporationc There are 

' preferred shares that grant.to the owners not only a fixed rate of in-; 
eomep but also a right to participate in income over and above that rateo 
There are bonds whose interest is contingent on the earnings of the. is
suing corporationc^ There are guaranteed stocks5 that isp stocks whose, 
dividend payment is guaranteed by an affiliate of the issuing cbrpor- 
ationb^® But all these (and others not mentioned)^ are the exception

(New lorkg Ronald Press Coop 1953)PP=128-67— for a discussion of the
ireliabiiity^ of;these assurahcest'; :v.,; p; ,:/i 1 . ; i

'These are called income bondso : Their issue has usually cbme about 
because of a railroad reorganizationo See Dewingp p0 1359o :

^These stocks have, usually resulted from the incorporation of a . 
small railroad line into that .of a large transcontinental railroad o See 
.Dewingp.ppi 125-26o ■ ' p _

"^The. fbllowing’ is an investment rather than a .security^ It is an 
agreement known as. a lease-back or hire-purchase contracto The agree
ment usually involves a piece of real-est.ate that has improvements on 
... fto This real-estate is leased to the lessee for a relatively long 
period of tlmep and the lessee is given-the option to purchase it after 
a period of time— usually at the end of the lease— by applying the lease 
payments to the purchase priceo In effectp the lessor has acted as 
mortgagee of the 'propeUtyb :
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sialtable for inve stment
In this writer®s opinion^ the most suitable investment for a re

tirement system is a security that , provides a frhded inectoe and a fixed 
value (in dollars) in so far as the principal is coneerhedo It is not 
necessary that, the security have a fixed maturity date So long as the 
security^' in such a circumstance, can b.e disposed of at the fixed value 
of prineipalo The reasons for this.recommendation will be presented 
herewith, together with, objections to the use of common stocks and other 
variable income securitieso1 , v. ■, i V' / '

Suoport for a fixed-lncomefixed principal securitvd— If the reader 
will recall the material.that was presented in the preceding chapter the 
reason for this recommendation will become, clears.. The criteria/for ' 
sound investment, of public-employee retirement system funds are mainten
ance ;of the original amount of dollars invested and earning a rate of 
return equal to the actuary®s assumptiono In addition, it must be re- . 
membered that a public-employee retirement system has no particular need 
of quick convertibility in its securities to meet sudden cash demandso 
It enjoys.tax exemption from Federal income taxes and, therefore, needs 
no tax-exempt income from securities o Its investments must conform to 
legal restrictionso

.Generally speakinĝ , a: fixed-income, fixed-principal security is one 
establishing a debtor-creditor relationship between the issuer and the 
owner of the securityo .Such a relationship, immediately, puts.the owner 
of it in a better position to protect his investment than .if he were one



of the owners of the .enterprise issuing the security? Moreover9 these , 
securities are issued Mth additional safeguardss for the investor# the 
value of which are .more nearly amenable to determination than those of 
a common stock (or other variable-income security)o In an. investment.
. program placing a'" high value1 ph the ability to maintain, the ! original ■ !
number of dollars# the foregoing are important'considerations in choos
ing an investmento Furthermore# these securities lend themselves to / 
almost as complete a diversification as was discussed previously?^ , .-

Being fixed-income securities# they simplify the work of the in
vestor? In receiving a fixed-rate of income# usually under a contrac
tual obligation# the investor knows that he can expect from the invest- 
. mehtr whereas in an investment in variable-income securities# there 
is no assurance that each /year; icLll produce the same rate' of income? .. • - 
With such assurance lacking# it might require frequent juggling of the 
investments to make up for losses suffered in the years in which the, 
rate of earnings from the variable-income securities dropped below the ; 
rate desired’o.'."

' Furthermore# fixed-income# fixed-princlpai securities aremore sus
ceptible to objective accounting treatment than those of variable-income 
securities? ^ The allocation of premium# or discount# can be handled in 
a reasonable.objective manner? So# may the amount of the interest pay
ment be also, determined? But in the .caso of variable-income securities ; 
the situation isv diEferehf ? Two kinds of income can be earned from

- - See abpve# pp? 27-28? D . . ;  ̂ : , , V
-'See Pa ton and Littleton— pp? 18-21--in reference to the importance 

of objectivity in accountancy?.
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variable^lncome securitieso' The secwity probably pays a dividendp which 
Is one kindo The other kind is the appreciation in value which the se
curity may have experienced over a long period of timeo The former pre
sents no accounting problems, insofar as objective recording is concernedo 
But the latter doeso There is no objective way to know that an appreci
ation in value has occurred until the security is soldo Many years may 
pass until a security is soldo Meanwhile, the income account of the 
system may have been understated for those years in which this appreci
ation went unrecordedo To do other than record it only when it has been
realised, instead of when it was earned, goes against generally accepted

litaccounting standards
A public-employee- retirement system, being a long-term proposition, . 

would be disposed to seek out long-term-^ investmentso In this respect 
bonds, and other fixed-income securities, are well qualifiedo Nor need 
these bonds (or other fixed-income securities) be of a type that can 
find a ready market, since the retirement system should not have to re
quire quick convertibility in its investmentso ■■

The questions of tax-exempt securities and legal restrictions have 
become merged due to conditions existing todayo As was remarked pre
viously,^ almost all retirement systems own government obligationso In 
doing this, they have unnecessarily sacrificed incomeo But they have 
not necessarily gained safetyo The obligations of a municipality are

^•See Baton and littleton, ppD 48-49, 6lo
^Long-term in the sense of more than five years® durationo

"^See aboveypo 41° - ■ . v



not so sacred that a city ' cannot be;.relieved of thenio^ For instahee« 
the cities of Nogales and Holbrook^ in Arizona^ went through bankruptcy 
proceedingso There have been cases in which states have defaulted on 
.their obligationsOn the other hand9 it would not be unreasonable 
to assume that the corporate debt of American Telephone and Telegraph or 
Generad. Iptors,:is; as "safe as a municipal bondo . V ,

At this stage in the •.thesis' the following remarks may seem repeti- 
tiouso but they are made here to emphasize a point0 Legal restrictions 
that limit inyestmebt to government obligations impose an unnecessary 
burden on both the retirement systems and the taxpayerThough some ; 
objectlohS • hah’ be found to permitting public-employee retirement ;systems 
to invest, in,variable-income securities^ other forms of corporate se
curities, should not be prohibitedo For that reason restrictions should 
be relaxed to permit the investment, of retirement funds in any -fixed- 
income security - that ptherra.se • qualifies--such as in the matter of safe- 
ty and;ihcomo.a:;:,: ' ^

Objections to variable-income securitieso — Variable-income securi- 1 
ties such as . common stocks are2 in this writer^s opinion9. a poor invest- 
ment for. public-employee retirement systemo' They satisfy neither eri>~

^See United States Coden ll-401o
^Interview with PrcfessOr Howafdp April 9p 195b®
l%ee Manley 0o Hudson, Cases on International Law (Sto Paul, Minnog 

West Publishing COo, 1936) ppT”ll04-1106o See also Ronald Eugene-Gregg, 
Local Government Debts in Pennsylvania (Philadelphia g University of , , 
Pennsylvania, 1942) pp044”5So ' • '

.^See above, pp<> 36-37, 39-400



. criteria of soxmd Investment o They do not guarantee or as stare in any 
manner the retmm to the investor of the original amount of dollars in 
his investment nor do they assure an income that will always maintain 
the level assumed by the actuary© The reader must have understood from 
the material preceding the necessity that the income, earned from the in
vestments be in a steady^ regular a m o u n t©^l .Variable-income securities^ 
by definition^ cannot assure that©

If the investment of public-employee retirement system funds were' 
conducted so as to earn an income made by anticipating the short-term 
fluctuations of the market^ investment in common stocks would be a • - 
logical choice ©. Common stock prices on the market vary more sharply 
and more frequently than those of bonds having no convertibility features 
Consequentlyp such speculation is usually conducted with common stocks© 
But the reader must realize that speculation is, at best <> a comparatively 
perilous way to earn income© Hence, it is a form of investment denied 
to administrators of retirement systems©

Moreover, investment in common stocks would create a great tempta
tion for the administrators of retirement systems© In boom times, the 
relatively higher;earnings from common stocks would place great pressure 
on these administrators to lower the governmentse share of the contribu
tions— and, even, the members® share— to the retirement system© But,

^See above, pp0 .22, 29-30©
2%onds which are convertible into stocks will tend to vary in 

price in relation to the market value of the security into which they 
may be converted (but only as their price approaches conversion point)©



in times of depressed economic conditionsj> it. would be politically inex
pedient to raise the taxes'Which pay the government's share of the con
tributions or to increase the members9 rate of contributions in order 
to compensate for the lowered earnings from the common stocks<>

It was stated earlier^ how difficult it is to reflect periodically 
in the accounts an increase in the ®value® of a variable-ineome securityo 
Failure to record this increase distorts the income^ account until it is 
recordedo Thus variable-ineome securities make periodic income-determin- 
ation impossibleo It should be abundantly clear to the-reader that9 
Without accurate accounting records^ an actuary cannot properly evaluate 
the condition of a system which he is examiningo Were all the other 
objections of no consequence^ this one would be sufficient to make a 
strong ease against investment of retirement funds in common stocks and 
other variable-income securities,,

The Investments of the Tucson Supplemental

The material to be presented in this section of the chapter is the 
result of a study this writer made of the investments of the Tucson 
Supplemental Retirement Systemo A very brief history and a short de
scription of the plan hereinafter referred to as the System^ will be set 
forth before its investments are discussedo After the investments are 
described briefly9 they will be evaluated in the light of the investment 
criteria presented in the previous chaptero Weaknesses in the current 
investment program will be describedo FinallyP this writer9s suggested

. ~3see.above».go 64°
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remedies for these weaknesses will be given»
A short history and brief description ■ .

The System was established by Ordinance Woo 1422 of the City of 
Tucson to be effective December 17s 1953o It replaced the Tucson City 
Employees5 Retirement System established in 1946 This latter system 
was abolished by Ordinance Noo 1420, effective December 1$, 1953® •Ordin
ance Hoc 1421 empowered the City to extend Social Security benefits 
under provisions of Title II of the Federal Social Security Actp as 
amended in 1953s> and implemented by Chapter 126P Arizona Laws of 1951$.
as amendedo?5 ; . v'..-

In generalp the System covers all Tucson employees except those 
covered by a separate retirement system or those holding only temporary 
or part-time positions^ the normal retirement age being at 65® The re
tirement benefits are based on the five years the employee received the 
highest compensationo The regular retirement behefit is a modified 
cash refund annuity; that isp the retired employee is guaranteed that 
his beneficiary or estate will receive an amount in the event of his 
death-equal to the excess of any of his accumulated contributions that 
were,.not over, and above the sum of all benefits-received at the time 
of his retiremento At retirement, the employee may choose other,:
benefIts instead, provided the cost of these does not exceed what the

^The Code of the City of Tucsono Arizonakl953« Chapter 20® •
25see Arizona Revised Statutes® Section 38-702®
^In the event of his death before retirement, his beneficiary or 

estate will receive the amount of his accumulated contributions as of 
the date of his death®
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System would have paid under the regular benefito

The Retirement Ordinance provides that the assets of the system 
shall be segregated in a PtiM designated, as the Tucson Employees^ 
Supplemental Retirement Fundo The City Treasurer is custodian of the 
assets of the Fundo Otherwisep the administration of the System is 
placed in the hands of the Board of Trustee s o The Board.consists of 
five membersS the Director of Personnel^ who serves as the Board9s 
Secretary! the City Treasurer| two contributing members of the System 
elected by its members in a manner prescribed by the City Council; and 
a qualified elector of the City appointed by the Mayor» subject to the 
City Council9s approvals having a broad business experience r, who serves 
as the Chairman of the Boardo

The Board is required to retain the services of an actuary who is 
charged with the responsibility of making a periodic actuarial investi
gation of the System at four-year intervalsThe Board is required 
to recommend revision of the City9s rate of contributions^ pursuant to 
the actuary?s investigations and recommendations ; arising, therefromo 
The Board has the full power to invest and reinvest all money belonging 
to the System in those securities legal for the investment of the City9s 
sinking f u n d s T h e s e  are interest—bearing United StateSj, stateg 
county£ schoo1-district and municipal b o n d s o29

^This is one of the primary requisites to maintaining the Fund in 
a sound,financialconditidno See ppo 29"30°

2^The Code of the City of Tucsonn Arizona« 1953n Chapter X1I1P 
Section 12 (of the Charter) o — —  - ;

29guch securities may be purchased at a price no higher than their 
market value at the time of purchase? See footnote above o



The maturity value of the investments held by the System as of July 
Ip 1955» amounted to slightly more than half a million dollars o Although 
the earnings from these seourities are at the present time satisfactory*,30 
the conditions making them so may change in the very near futurep for 
reasons to be presented latero Thereforê , in the opinion of this writere 
certain changes are desirableo These changes are in the authorization 
to Invest and in the administrative apparatus of the systemo

The investments as of July ln 1955q — ¥e shall now review the System* s 
investments as of July Ip 1955p in terms of the criteria presented in the 
preceding chaptero

Diversification as to type of securityo— All of the securities owned 
by the Systemp as of July 1P 1955p were pubHcally issued bondso The 
greatestp by farp portion of these bonds were issued by political sub
divisions of the State of Arizonao Those held are as followsg^i

' BONDS ISSUED Big ' VALUE AT ■ PERCENTAGE OF
: ' ' . MTURITT . . EACH CLASS

The City of Tucson S215p698o63 , 40%.
Maricopa County or its cities 147p424o81 27%
Other polo subdivo of the state l0loQ7Ao82 19%

Total issued by polo .
subdivo of Arizona i464pl98o26 86%

United States Government 7 5 n 0 0 0 o 0 Q  14%
• . Total held as of ■

July Ip 1955 l539n198o26 100%

30The system*s actuary assumed an earning from the system*s invest
ments of 2o5%o As shall be seen laterp the actual earnings have been 
slightly in excess of thato In these terasp and no othersp has the rate 
of earnings been satisfactoryo . . •

3lThe figures presented below are the result of this writer*s study 
of the system* s investmentso
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It is obvious -that the System^s investments are not diversified as to 
type of securityp simsep with one exeeptionp they are securities issued 
by the political subdivisibns of the State of Arizonao This is not due 
to any shortsightedness on the part of the Boards but due to the legal 
restrictions imposed on themo

Diversification as to geographic location of the issuero— Though 
some case can be made against the System9 s administrators for having limi
ted their Investments almost exclusively to securities issued by Arizona8s 
political subdivisionsp it will be seenp for reasons stated later o% 
that this policy wasp on their partp reasonableo

Diversification as to maturity date so— The distribution of these 
securities on the basis of maturity dates (in periods of five years each) 
is as follows

MATDRIfr DATES .' VALUE AT PERCEKITAGE OF
FROM TO . MATURITY EACH CLASS

7-1-55 12-31-60 #229P600o24 k3%
1-1-61 12-31-65 164p59So02 30^
1-1-66 12-31-70 125p000d00 23%
1-1-71 12-31-75 -0- , , Q%
1 - 1 - 7 6  1 2 - 3 1 - 8 0  ' 2 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0  U%

The System will be faced with the problem, of reinvesting nearly half of
its inv o a fc ' ■ ' ' 1 .
its invested, assets within the next five years,, and, within the next ten
years, - nearly three-fourths of the total amount invested as of July 1,
1955 will have matured- and have to be reinvestedo By the end of fifteen
years— that i %  after July 1, 1955— ninety-six percent will have to be
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reinvested * ISpgefcher with this need to seek out new and suitable invest- . 
ments for the funds now invested^ the administrators will have also to 
find suitable investments for the funds accumulating because of an ex
cess of contributions and investment earnings over benefit payment re
quirements o

Safety of the original number of dollars of the investment o*̂— It is 
quite' generally assumed that governmental obligations are per se. the safest 
investment0 " fhe history of governmental Issues#; neverthelesss is strewn 
with disaster to purchasers9 thereof<>33 Undue restrictionsp moreovers 
are likely to lead administrators to place so much reliance on such re— 
strictionsp themselves# that no investigation is made of . the financial 
capacity, of the governmental unit issuing the securityo Among the issues 
held by the System^ there may be some that could net stand too close a 
scrutiny as to their investment wortho

Bonds issued by an improvement district under the State9s District 
Improvement Act of 1945^ are notP of themseivesP general obligations 
of the county in which the improvement district is l o c a t e d 3 n  case of 
a default the owner of these bonds can look only to the district admini
stration for repayment of his principalo^ Moreoverp in case the district

ee aboveP po 65o
ouauejisona uoae

35fhis writer was able to find no statement that they are anything but 
the obligation of the district issuing themo The same fact may be inferred 
from a statement in Section 38-757 of the Arizona Revised Statutes to the 
effect that these bonds may not be purchased by the Arizona State Employees9 
Retirement.System unless such bonds shall be fully guaranteed as a contin
gent general obligation of the county in which the district is organizedo

36Ibido



administration is forced to. bid in the property for which the improvement- 
wag mdertakenp the. district is obligated to pay only 20% of the face val
ue of the bonds If the improvement was undertaken in circumstances 
that do not make it justifiable— such as the case of an improvement dis
trict whose population would dwindle under severe economic pressures—  

then the holder of these bonds would.be in vulnerable circumstances as to 
the safety of his original investmento The System does own some improve
ment bondsg and the possibility is strong that they were purchased without 
many inquiries about the financial capacity of the improvement districto 
They, possibly, were purchased because the System^s Board was pressed to 
find an investment, that met the legal qualificationso If this,, indeed, is 
the ease, then it is the legal qualifications which must be condemned and 
not the System9s administratorso : '

Adequacy of incomeo— If premium and discount are amortised on a 
straight-line basis, the System9s investments held during the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1955 earned 2o6% on the net assetso^ This is a veiy good 
record, and the administrators of the System are to be congratulated for

^Arizona Revised Statutesn Sections 11-740 and 11-751°
^The System9s present method of accounting does not treat premium or 

discount in, the conventional ways discussed oh pp° 32-33 but according to 
the second method outlined on po 32° Therefore, it was required of this 
writer to obtain the original purchase price of each investment held dur
ing the fiscal, year (ended June 30, I955).and to amortize any premium or- 
discount in the straightline method0 (ihey were amortized in the scien
tific method as wello The resulting book-value of the investments as of 
June 30, 1955 was only of a few dollars9 difference than it was using . 
straight-line.amortizationo) Once this.was accomplished the average net 
assets of the System for the fiscal year was computed. This figure was 
divided into the amount of "income as adjustSd by the straightline amor
tization of the premium and discount. The resulting percentage was 2,6^, 
°1% in excess of the actuarially assumed rate but still far below the 
3o3^ earned by life insurance companies before taxes (See Life Insurance 
Fact Bookp 1954— Hew forks Institute of Life Insurance, 1954-"P°54°)
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having made it in the face of legal obstacles put in their path=

However> there is no rational justification for the City of Tucsonfl 
or any other comparable governmental unit with a comparable retirement 
system^ to accept such a rate o Life insurance companies earn a higher 
rate than thato^. Their requirements as to investmentj the criteria of 
sound investment for life insurance companies^ the use of actuarial science 
— all these tend to make life-insurance companies similar to public- 
employee retirement. systems o One might well argue thatp in view of his 
assumption as to the possible earning rate9 the-System®s actuary does 
not agree with the aboveo However9 the reader is reminded that the ac
tuary made his assumption on Tucson®s cireumstaneesp and not on what
life-insurance companies earn=> In other words3 he had the legal restrict
ions applying to the System in mind when he made his assumption as to the 
earning rateo Perhapsp if Tucson®s legal restrictions were more consonant 
with current investment conditions® he would have been assumed a higher 
figure.? - v • -

Conditions making current earnings possibleo—-There are two conditions 
that have made current earnings possibleo One is a large local supply of
qualified securities available for purchase by the System? The second is
the opportunity to have bought these securities almost directly from the 
issuer®. which has resulted in savings in the purchase price and® therefore®
earnings in excess of what they would have been® had the System purchased

ZlO ,them in the open market?

39ibido ;
^See above® p? 71?



The large local supply of qualified securities comes from the fi
nancing of capital improvements— paired streets^ lighting^ sewers9 etco—  

built in excess of the needs of a normally growing city0 The Second 
World: War made maintenance on eidLstimg capital improvements and. the build
ing of new ones impossible— that is One source of these êxcessive?* capi- 
tol improvements o A second^ and the more important^ source is due to the 
fact that Tucson is not a normally growing cityo Since the end of the 
Warp. the area has continued to attract a large number of permanent resi
dent s9̂  at a rate well in excess of the current rate of population growth 
in this countryo This growth^ welcome as. it is9 has required the ex
tension of urban facilities at a great rate? hencep the supply of securi
ties financing themo

Possible changes and effects thereof in these conditionso— One pos
sible change in the above conditions would be a sudden decrease in the 
rate of capital expenditures because of a stabilization in the population^ 
This change would have unpleasant ramfieations for the System® It would 
force them to.go into the open market to purchase qualified securities9 
now no longer available locally in the formerly large quantities because 
there are no more numerous capital improvements to be financed®

. Another change would be a drop in the Interest rate paidP generallyp 
for government obligations® The reader will recall previous remarks con
cerning the existence of only one financial market because of the existence

^Exact figures are impossible to obtain because it was not until 1954 
that Tucson could qualify for a metropolitan count by the Census Bureau—  
that isp more than 50pOOO population® Howeverp the fact that a good deal 
of metropolitan Tucson lives outside the city limits, and has done so for a 
number of years is a well-known fact locally®
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of a cdramon currency for the forty-eight s t a t e s I t  is no more truer 
than in this matter of the rate paid for a security of comparable safety 
and other featureso A drop in the interest rate -would affect securities 
issued here and anywhere in the country<► The reasons why this can occur 
are of no concern in this thesis; of importance is that.it can occuro

Such a drop in the interest rate would mean an almost certain deficit
for the System unless an actuarial investigation resulted in increased
contributions from the city0 .However*, this writer is not convinced that
such a drastic step would be necessaryo All that is required# in this
writer1s opinion# is tp turn the System (and all others like it) loose
from wholly unnecessary legal shackles that fail to perform their function-
protecting the System from imprudent investmento
Recommended changes in the System1 s 
wavs of making investments

It is not this writer9s belief that the present legal restrictions 
spring from a diabolical desire to thwart the success of the System in 
making its investmentso■ Rather# he believes that they arise from a mis
placed confidence in the efficacy of present restrictions in preventing 
imprudent investmentso Though the end desired is commendable# the means 
thereto are not supportable in the light of all that has been written thus 
far in this thesiso The emphasis should be shifted from incorporation in 
the law in the form of a rigid list of securities which is hoped to prove 
safe and adequate to placing the responsibility in the hands of men who 
can exercise it effectivelyo

^See above# p0 39=



Greation of an investment Couneilo— -An Investment Gouncilp composed 
of men volunteering their services and having had an extensive background 
in thevmaking of investments successfully9 is the best solution in the ob
taining of expertr, professional adviceo This Council would advise the 
Board on what investments to purchase o They would set percentage limits 
of the; different types of securities which may be purchasedo For instance^ - 
they might;stipulate that no more than 25% of the System’s assets may be ■ 
invested in Federal government obligationso They would give free rein to 
the. Board to-investup to the percentage limitsp in certain government ob
ligations without specific authorisationso Others# such as specific cor
porate --securities# would have to be approved unanimously by the Councilo 
Furthermore# the Council might require that no more than a certain percent
age of the System’s assets be invested in the securities of any one issuer0 
Finally# the Council would be required to review the System’s portfolio 
periodically or as particular events require (war or other.calamities)o

The question of compensation for this Council should be not be a trying 
one0 The volume of work for a system as small as this should not be so 
large that asking.for volunteer counselling would be burdensome to those 
'appointed to it0 There should, be enough public-spirited men in this City., 
with the extensive background required in investments to fill the seats of 
the Councilo These men should be able to see the advantages that accrue to 
them personally from a happier City working force and a System whose in
vestments are placed as intelligently as is humanly possibleo ■

Change in the System’s investment author!gationc — It would be obvious 
from the: preceding paragraph that a change would have to be forthcoming in 
the investment authorizationo As was said before# the work of a Council such



as the above one should not be reduced to a mere formality because of 
stringent regulations on the power, to investo However^ the reader might 
well askr, just what changes would be contemplated^
> As was indicated earlier in the chaptere this writer?s recommendations 

are for permitting investment in fixed-incomep fixed-principal (in dollars) 
securitieso Though the bond is the most common of this type of securities^ 
there are others as well which are equally suitable (assuming they meet the 
criteria of safety and income) o A good model of what might be used in 
changing the investment sections of the System? s enabling act (that ±sp the 
Retirement Ordinance) is provided in the Arizona Insurance Codec This Code 
permits domestic life insurance companies to invest in a wide range of se
curities o However insofar as the System is concerned^ the authorization 
could be limited to the fixed-incomep fixed principal securities included 
thereino^ These includein addition to publieally issued securities^ 
corporate obligationsA*equipment-trust certificatesg acceptances and bills 
of exchange legal for Federal Reserve bankss deposits in savings and loan 
assocationsp mortgages and real propertySome of the others may not be 
suitablep such as preferred stockA^ and Canadian Issuesp ;a: security with- 
which this: Southwestern part of the United States is not too. well acquaihtddo

^Arizona Insurance Code (1955)o Article 9> Seeo 5*™28o
-̂Ibido. . ' ■ ' . ' .

^%ee abovep p0 n0 Bo
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A brief word aboiat other n more ideal o 
solutions to the System^s investment

In view of all that was said in the preceding sections about ideal 
solutions— -amalgamation of the small systems and/or'creation of an invest
ment authority—-P the reader may wonder why a similar suggestion was not 
made in this caseo The reason is that any of these:solutions assume a cer
tain level of maturity in financial affairso Unfortunately in a state as 
young as Arizonap this level of maturity has not yet been attainedo To 
achieve it in a manner other than letting the natural course of events to 
run would require almost super-human efforts, on the part of a .small, articu
late and dedicated group of men to educate a sufficient number of the voters 
in the mattero This writerp who has, himself9 undergone a process of edu
cation in the preparation of this' thesis, can appreciate the immensity of 
such a tasko Therefore the most available solution has been pfferedo It 
is his humble hope that this work will prove worthwhile to those for whom 
it has been writteno

Univ. of Arizona Library
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